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Preface

Change from Differential Equation to the
World of Partial Differential Equation

OGASAWARA, Satoshi *

The history of power electronics began with the development of mercury rectifiers through the utilization
of discharge phenomena. Since then, it has progressed
from semiconductor-based silicon-controlled rectifiers
(SCRs) or thyristors, self-extinguishing power transistors, power metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MOSFETs), and gate turn-off (GTO) thyristors to the now widely popular insulated gate bipolar
transistors (IGBTs). The field of power electronics has
advanced significantly as the primary role of power
devices has changed. Furthermore, in recent years,
power semiconductor devices that use wide-band-gap
semiconductors such as silicon carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN) are becoming widespread. This
means that we are on the verge of achieving even further advancement. Power electronics technology is
based on power converters that convert and control the
mode of electric power (voltage, current, frequency, etc.)
using the switching of power devices. It is no exaggeration to say that power electronics is now a fundamental technology of society, since it is applied not only to
general industrial, electric power, and railway applications, but is also being used in every corner of society,
including automobiles, home appliances, and housing.
The principle of using power devices as switches
in power electronics equipment has not changed at
all since the inception of the technology. However,
throughout the history of power device development,
there have been continuous efforts to improve the technology. This has included reducing conduction loss by
decreasing on-state voltage drop and reducing switching loss by increasing the switching speed. In particular, switching speed is on the verge of greatly accelerating from the order of microseconds to that of nanoseconds, and the available switching frequency is increasing to the order of megahertz in terms of power supply
frequency. Higher switching frequencies are enabling
the miniaturization of passive components, such as inductors, transformers, and capacitors. This, in turn,
has allowed power electronics equipment to become
increasingly smaller, lighter, and more efficient. In
addition to miniaturization, from the viewpoint of loss
density, power electronics equipment concurrently need
*	P rofessor, Graduate School of Information Science and
Technology, Hokkaido University
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to achieve enhanced efficiency and cooling. In terms of
cooling technology, it is necessary to examine temperature distributions using “heat conduction equations” in
addition to heat resistance circuits, while some understanding of fluid dynamics is also required.
At the same time, wiring inductance and stray
capacitance, which have basically been neglected up
until now, are producing a significant effect on device switching characteristics and switching loss due
to the increase in switching speeds. These parameters are highly dependent on the mounting technology used for the main circuit. Close mounting of
components caused by miniaturization is also a factor
that increases stray capacitance. Therefore, the design of power electronics equipment requires not only
a good understanding of electric circuits, but also a
foundation in electromagnetism, including knowledge
of electric fields, magnetic fields and electromagnetic
induction. Higher switching frequencies also increase
the frequencies and bandwidth of electromagnetic interference, which can affect the frequency band to the
order of 100 MHz. For example, the wavelength of a
300 MHz electromagnetic wave is 1 m. In this respect,
power electronics equipment and wiring must be regarded as antennas, and this means that it is also necessary to have a good understanding of electromagnetic
fields. Moreover, a background in mechanical and
acoustic fields is required to address factors related to
equipment vibration and noise.
As power electronics technology has developed, it
become difficult to express phenomena using only conventional lumped-constant models, such as electric,
magnetic, mechanical and thermal circuits. Instead,
distributed-constant or spatial models need to be used,
such as electromagnetic fields (including electrostatic
fields, magnetostatic fields, and electromagnetic induction), mechanical fields, and heat and temperature
fields. Learning all of these disciplines may seem
overwhelming at first. However, it is important to
note that conventional lumped-constant models are
expressed by differential equations, while distributedconstant and spatial models are expressed by partial
differential equations. In other words, if phenomena in different physical systems are expressed by
the same form of differential equation or partial differential equation, they will have the same character-
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ing from the world of differential equations into the
world of partial differential equations. I also hope that
power electronics technology will continue to flourish
as a fundamental technology in society that contributes
to energy management through the integration of IT
and AI.
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istics simply by replacing the relevant physical quantity. Knowing this should make it easier to learn these
other realms. It is my hope that future engineers will
advance the field of power electronics technology by
moving beyond the basics of electric circuits through
the application of multi-physics, while also transition-
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Power Semiconductors:
Current Status and Future Outlook
ONISHI, Yasuhiko *   MIYASAKA, Tadashi *   IKAWA, Osamu *   

1. Introduction

2. Fuji Electric’s Power Semiconductors
Fuji Electric offers a diverse line-up of power
Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co.,
*	
Ltd.

*1 IPM:

This is an acronym for intelligent
power module. It is a power module that
incorporates a power semiconductor device,
gate drive circuit and protection circuit. In
addition to facilitating circuit design, the
use of a dedicated gate drive circuit can
maximize the performance of the power
semiconductor device.

*2 Discrete:

This type of power semiconductor device consists of a single IGBT or MOSFET,
or a circuit referred to as a 1-in-1 in which
the device is supplemented with a diode inserted in an inverse parallel manner. The
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of our management policy and is reflected in the
promotion of SDGs in all corporate activities, including those involving the supply chain. This enables
us to contribute to solving social and environmental
issues such as global warming. These initiatives are
allowing us to respond to the international community’s goal of realizing an integrated economic, social
and environmental framework to achieve a responsible and sustainable society.
In particular, one of Fuji Electric’s environmental goals is to help realize a “low-carbon society.”
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Fig.1 Application examples of Fuji Electric’s power
semiconductors

semiconductor devices to meet the needs of various
applications, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the field of small-capacity equipment, we
have developed and commercialized small-capacity
intelligent power modules (IPMs)*1 for use in the
motor drive systems of air conditioners and other
home appliances; industrial-use discrete*2 insulated
gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs)*3 for use in the
power conversion of power conditioning systems
(PCSs) and uninterruptible power systems (UPSs);
and superjunction metal-oxide-semiconductor fieldeffect transistors (SJ-MOSFETs)*4 for use in the

shape is generally determined by the pin
layout and it adopts a package such as TO220 or TO-3P. It is used in small-capacity
PC power supplies, uninterruptible power
systems, LCD displays and small motor control circuits.

*3 IGBT:

Large capacity
industrial modules

This is an acronym for insulated gate
bipolar transistor. An IGBT is a high-voltage
control device that has a gate insulated with
an oxide insulated film. It has the same
structure as MOSFET. It makes use of the
strong points of MOSFET and bipolar transistors. Its bipolar operation means that it
can make use of conductivity modulation, and

as a result, it is able to achieve a high blocking voltage, low on-resistance and switching
speed sufficient for use with inverters.

*4 SJ-MOSFET:

The drift layer in vertical-power
MOSFETs, where the drain and source electrodes are formed on opposite sides of the
device, has conventionally been formed with
a low-concentration n layer. In contrast,
superjunction (SJ)-MOSFETs have a drift
layer that consists of a periodic pn column
structure.
Compared with conventional
MOSFETs, SJ-MOSFETs can be significantly improved in blocking voltage and specific on-resistance trade-off characteristics.

*5 SiC:

SiC is a compound of silicon (Si) and
carbon (C). It is characterized by a polymorphic multi-crystal such as 3C, 4H and 6H.
It is referred to as a wide-gap semiconductor
with a band gap of 2.2 to 3.3 eV depending
on the crystal structure. Since SiC possesses physical characteristics that are advantageous to power devices, such as high
dielectric breakdown voltage and high thermal conductivity, it is contributing to the development of devices characterized by high
withstand voltage, low loss and high temperature operation.

*6 RC-IGBT:

facilities, such as those for wind and mega solar.
Furthermore, we have developed and commercialized silicon carbide (SiC)*5 power semiconductor
devices as next-generation power semiconductors
that achieve lower loss, higher blocking voltage and
higher operating temperatures than conventional
silicon (Si) devices.

3. Power Semiconductor Development Status
In this section, we will summarize some of Fuji
Electric’s latest achievements in the development of
power semiconductors.
3.1 Enhanced withstand capability for xEV IGBT
modules

The IGBT modules of xEVs play a key role in
developing smaller, more efficient and reliable vehicles. One of the challenges in developing IGBT
power modules for xEVs is to improve their withstand capability (I2t capability). It is against this
backdrop that we have recently developed an IGBT
module for xEVs that improves I2t capability by utilizing a reverse-conducting IGBT (RC-IGBT)*6 and
by applying a packaging technology that uses a lead
frame (LF) design(1), instead of conventional wire
bonding, to connect to the circuit of the RC-IGBT
surface electrodes (see Fig. 2).
In RC-IGBT modules, the IGBT and free wheeling diode (FWD)*7 regions are incorporated into a
single chip. The heat generated by the FWD during
FWD energization is dissipated throughout the entire region, including that of the IGBT. This lowers
thermal resistance and improves I2t capability compared to conventional FWDs(2).
I2t protection also depends on the heat dissipation conditions. Therefore, we improved I2t capability by using an LF design that increases the bonding area between the chip surface and the circuit.
Compared with conventional wire-bonding based
IGBT modules that consist of separate FWD and
IGBT modules, our recently developed LF based
RC-IGBT module improves I2t capability by 160%,

This is an abbreviation for reverseconducting IGBT. An RC-IGBT integrates
an IGBT and FWD, which are used together
as a pair, on a single chip in the module.
It exhibits excellent heat dissipation characteristics since the IGBT and FWD operate in alternation. Moreover, it facilitates
IGBT module miniaturization and improved
power density since it can reduce the number of chips in the module.
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power conversion of other types of equipment. In
particular, we are developing and commercializing
SJ-MOSFET products not only for industrial applications, but also for automotive applications, such
as the control units of engines, transmissions and
brakes and the power conversion and control functions of xEV (electrified vehicle) chargers. In terms
of automotive applications, we have developed and
commercialized intelligent power switches (IPSs)
that turn on and off the drive current of a hydraulic
valve and other control devices in the powertrain,
including the engine and transmission; pressure sensors for the gas pressure control units of gasolinevehicle intake and exhaust systems; pressure sensors for the hydraulic pressure control units of engines, transmissions, power steering systems and
brakes; and single-chip igniters for the ignition
control units of gasoline engines. We have also developed and commercialized power ICs that control
the switching power supplies of various electronic
devices, including LED lighting.
In the field of medium-capacity equipment, we
have developed and commercialized industrial-use
IGBT modules for use in general-purpose inverters, servo motor control units for machine tools and
robots, motor control units for commercial air conditioners, and power conversion units for UPSs. The
demand for industrial-use power semiconductors is
expected to grow as equipment and systems continue
to be automated to improve productivity and alleviate labor shortages. In the field of automotive applications, we have developed and commercialized
IGBT modules for use in the motor control units of
xEVs. It is expected that the demand for automotive power semiconductors will grow in the future as
many countries around the world shift from gasolinepowered vehicles to xEVs.
In the field of high-capacity equipment, we are
contributing to the realization of zero emissions by
developing and commercializing IGBT modules for
use in the variable speed drive units of electrical
rolling stock motors and for use in the power conversion systems of renewable energy power generation

*7 FWD:

This is an acronym for free wheeling
diode. It is also referred to as a recirculation diode. An FWD is connected in parallel
with the IGBT in the power conversion circuits of inverters, and is responsible for recirculating the energy stored in inductance
to the power supply side when the IGBT is
turned off. PiN diodes are mainstream for
Si based FWDs. Since they are a bipolar
type that also uses minority carriers, they
can help reduce voltage drop during forward
current flow. However, this will result in a
larger reverse recovery loss.
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resulting in a highly reliable IGBT module for xEVs
(Refer to “Enhanced Over-Current Capability of
IGBT Modules for xEVs” on page 198).
3.2	Direct water cooling technology for xEV power
semiconductor modules

The inverter units used to control xEV motors
need to be installed in confined spaces. This means
that they must be compact and flexibly support
various installation configurations, while also being
lightweight and efficient to achieve better fuel efficiency. To meet these needs, companies have been
actively developing new integrated machinery and
electric systems that incorporate motors, inverters
and gearboxes with the aim of significantly improving the efficiency and cost of the latest electrification systems. Fuji Electric has also developed and
commercialized a direct water cooling power module
that uses a lightweight and highly workable aluminum cooling unit. The module provides the compactness, slimness, and reliability required by these
new types of systems(3),(4).
In 1st-generation direct water cooling structures, the fin base of the cooling unit occupied 36%
of the total thermal resistance. Thermal analysis simulations revealed that this was inhibiting
the structure’s heat dissipation performance. The
structure’s thermal resistance and the module’s
overall thermal resistance can be improved by simply reducing the thickness the fin base by up to
20%. However, the fin base requires some degree
of thickness to ensure the rigidity of the cooler so
that it can suppress thermal deformation due to
temperature changes in the module. To achieve our
goal, we developed a integrated fin that incorporates
a heat sink and water jacket. This structure can
easily suppress the deformation of the cooling unit
compared to conventional structures that adopt a
non-integrated open fin design. Figure 3 shows the
warping of the cooling unit in terms of its fin base
thickness. The integrated fin can reduce warpage
to approximately 150 μm or less even when the fin
is 20% thinner than that of a conventional open fin.
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Fig.3 Warping of element-model based cooling unit in
terms of fin base thickness

This reduces the thermal resistance of the fin base,
while maintaining its rigidity.
Assuming the same warpage of the cooling
units, the integrated fin exhibits greater reliability,
since its thermal cycling capability is at least twice
that of the open fin. (Refer to “Direct Water Cooling
Technology for Power Semiconductor Modules for
xEVs” on page 201).
3.3 “F5202H” 5th-generation IPS for automotive
applications

An IPS is a product that integrates a vertical
power MOSFET, used for the output stage, and a
horizontal power MOSFET, configured for the control and protection circuits, on a single chip. We recently developed the “F5202H” as an AMP equipped
IPS that contributes to reducing the size and improving the heat dissipation of electronic control
systems. We utilized 5th-generation IPS device
processing technology to reduce the size of the chip
by 45% compared with conventional products, while
maintaining the same basic performance. This allows it to be mounted in a compact small outline
non-leaded (SON) package with excellent heat dissipating characteristics, enabling it to reduce the
package footprint by 45% and thermal resistance by
80%.
Figure 4 shows the appearance and internal
structure of the F5202H compared with the conventional product(5). It has the following features that
enable it to contribute to the miniaturization of electronic control systems:
(a) Miniaturizes control and protection circuits
while maintaining the same basic performance.
(b) Uses a small, high heat dissipating SON
package.
(c) Integrates a high-precision operational amplifier to enable highly accurate load current
monitoring.
(d) Comes with a maximum junction tempera-
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ture T vj rating of 175 °C, allowing for longterm operation in high-temperature environments.
(Refer to “‘F5202H’ 5th-Generation Intelligent
Power Switch for Automotive Applications” on page
206)
3.4	7th-generation “X Series” 1,200-V/2,400-A
RC-IGBT module for industrial applications

Fuji Electric has commercialized its 7thgeneration “X Series” as a line-up of IGBT modules
that makes breakthroughs in chip and packaging
technologies. The line-up achieves higher power
density by lowering IGBT module loss and improving reliability(6). Moreover, we have also developed
an RC-IGBT, which integrates an IGBT and FWD
on a single chip, allowing it to minimize the number
of chips and the overall chip area, while also reducing generated loss(7),(8). 7th-generation “X Series”
RC-IGBT modules for industrial applications (hereinafter, “X Series” RC IGBT) combine the chip and
packaging technologies of 7th-generation X Series
IGBT modules with the technology of RC-IGBT
modules to achieve even higher power density. We
recently added to the line-up a 1,200-V /2,400-A
rated PrimePACK™*3+ that comes equipped with
an RC-IGBT module.
The X Series chip technology has significantly
reduced collector-emitter saturation voltage V CE(sat).
*	PrimePACK™: A trademark or registered trademark
of Infineon Technologies AG.
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Furthermore, by using the most advanced thin wafer processing technology, we were able to improve
the trade-off relationship between the saturation
voltage and switching loss. As a result, the module
achieves a 16% reduction in power loss compared
with conventional products (see Fig. 5).
In addition, the “X Series” RC-IGBT module
uses RC-IGBT technology and a high heat dissipating insulating substrate to substantially reduce
thermal resistance and realize a higher current
rating than conventional products using the same
package size. Moreover, the module uses a high
heat-resistant silicone gel to raise the maximum
junction temperature to 175 °C and ensure high reliability during continuous operation (Refer to “7thGeneration ‘X Series’ 1,200-V /2,400-A RC-IGBT
Modules for Industrial Applications” on page 211).
3.5	Line-up expansion of 2nd-generation 1,200-V
All-SiC modules

The characteristics of Si-based power semiconductor devices are approaching the theoretical limit
of their material properties. For this reason, SiC is
attracting attention as a next-generation semiconductor material that can go beyond the limits of Si
in terms of miniaturization and efficiency.
In 2017, Fuji Electric commercialized an All-SiC
2-in-1 module(9) with a rated capacity of 1,200 V /
400 A. The module utilized a fully molded package
that incorporated a 1st-generation SiC-MOSFET
chip with a trench gate structure.
To expand the product line-up, we developed
an All-SiC 2-in-1 module using a standard Si-IGBT
module package [W108 × D62 (mm)] in order to
ensure external shape and terminal arrangement
compatibility. This newly developed All-SiC module
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uses a laminated structure for the main terminal to
reduce internal inductance.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the specific onresistance R on· A for a 1,200-V 2nd-generation SiC
trench gate MOSFET and 1st-generation SiC trench
MOSFET. The 2nd-generation SiC trench gate
MOSFET utilized smaller design rules for the cell
pitch. This enabled it to reduce R on· A by 23% and
achieve lower conduction loss compared to the 1stgeneration MOSFET.
We used simulations to confirm that the newly
developed All-SiC module reduces inverter generated loss by 59% at a carrier frequency of f c =
5 kHz and 63% at f c = 20 kHz compared with the
Si-IGBT module under the output current condition of I O(rms) = 200 Arms. This indicates that AllSiC modules equipped with 2nd-generation SiC
trench gate MOSFETs will achieve lower generated
losses, allowing for higher densities and capacities. Furthermore, the module’s higher switching
frequency makes it possible to use smaller passive
components, which can facilitate the development
of smaller power electronics equipment (Refer to
“1,200-V 2nd-Generation All-SiC Modules” on page
216).
3.6	7th-generation “X Series” IGBT-IPM based on the
compact “P644” package

An IPM is a high-performance IGBT module
that integrates an IGBT gate drive circuit and protection circuit in an IGBT module consisting of an
IGBT and FWD.
In order to achieve further miniaturization,
higher efficiency, and higher power output in power
conversion systems, we expanded our lineup of “X
Series” IPMs(10) that apply 7th-generation chip and
packaging technologies. In particular, we developed
an IP that incorporates a brake circuit based on the
industry’s smallest class “P644” package, as shown
in Fig. 7.
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The X Series IPM P644 product line-up includes
650-V products with ratings of 50 A and 75 A, and
1,200-V products with ratings of 25 A and 35 A. The
module footprint on the cooling unit is 12% smaller
than the “V Series” IPM 7-in-1 “P636” package in
the same rating range.
The X Series IPM substantially reduces generated loss compared to the V Series IPM. This was
accomplished by thinning the drift layer through
front-surface trench-gate structure miniaturization
and thin wafer processing; utilizing 7th-generation
chip technology(11) to improve the IGBT turn-off loss
and conduction loss trade-off characteristics; and
enhancing the gate drive circuit to reduce turn-on
loss during switching. Furthermore, in order to enhance operation at high temperatures, the X Series
IPM increases the maximum chip junction temperature T vjop during continuous operation from 125 °C
to 150 °C compared to the V Series IPM. This was
accomplished by using high heat-resistant gel and
highly reliable solder. The IPM also makes it possible for the IGBTs of braking components to operate independently during lower arm protective operation. This helps prevent overvoltage breakdown
in the semiconductor devices. These technological
enhancements give the X Series IPM P644 a smaller
external shape and higher output current than the
V Series IPM (Refer to “7th-Generation ‘X Series’
IGBT-IPM with ‘P644’ Compact Package” on page
221).
3.7	Line-up expansion of “XS Series” discrete IGBTs

There has been increasing demand to enhance
the efficiency of the UPSs used for servers and data
centers and the PCSs used for renewable energy
applications. It is against this backdrop that Fuji
Electric has been mass-producing and supplying XS
Series discrete IGBTs having a blocking voltage of
650 V and 1,200 V, capable of improving the tradeoff characteristics between conduction loss and
switching loss and making UPSs and PCSs more efficient(12).
We recently enhanced the XS Series by develop-
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ing a 1,200-V /75-A TO-247-4 package.
The IGBT chips used in this product series are
based on 7th-generation X Series IGBTs. They
feature a surface structure and FS layer optimized
for UPS and PCS applications; a collector designed
to suppress hole injection; and a thinner Si wafer.
These improvements allow the product series to
achieve better trade-off characteristics between conduction loss V CE(sat) and turn-off loss E off than 6thgeneration products(13).
As for the package, we utilized a TO-247-4
package, which is a conventional TO-247 package
enhanced with a sub-emitter terminal. By incorporating the sub-emitter terminal and isolating the
gate current from the collector current I C, we were
able to reduce the back electromotive force that was
caused by applying collector current and emitter
wiring inductance on the gate voltage during turnon and turn-off. This enables the product to reduce
its switching loss.
Figure 8 shows the I C dependence of the switching loss of the TO-247-4 package product and TO247 package product at a rating of 1,200 V / 75 A.
The switching loss (turn-on loss E on + turn-off loss
E off) of the sub-emitter equipped TO-247-4 package
was 30% lower than that of the TO-247 package at a
rated current of 75 A (Refer to “‘XS Series’ Discrete
IGBTs Line-Up Expansion” on page 227).
3.8 “FA1B00N” 4th-generation critical conduction
mode power factor correction control IC

Switching power supplies are becoming more
widely used as electronic devices become smaller
and lighter. The harmonic current produced by
switching power supplies can cause equipment and
wiring facility operational failures and power factor
degradation, while also increasing apparent power.
To overcome these power supply harmonic current
and power factor issues, it is common to use active
filter type power factor correction (PFC) circuits. It
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is against this backdrop that Fuji Electric has commercialized ICs that control PFC circuits.
As energy savings is becoming increasingly important in electric equipment, PFC circuits are also
being required to reduce their standby power and
improve their efficiency over a wide range of load areas, including light loads.
In recent years, consumers have also been demanding more durable and less expensive electronic
devices, such as LED lighting. This has additionally increased the demand for higher reliability and
lower power supply costs in PFC circuits.
To meet these demands, we have developed the
“FA1B00N” 4th-generation critical conduction mode
(CRM) PFC control IC as a product that comes with
enhanced protective functions and lower power supply costs, as opposed to our “FA5601N” CRM PFC
control IC, which was designed to satisfy harmonic
current regulations and is mainly used for LED
lighting applications. Table 1 shows a comparison
between the main functions of our recently developed FA1B00N and the conventional product.
Compared with conventional products, the
FA1B00N includes a function to reduce overshoot
at startup(14), a function to suppress PFC output
voltage drop, and a function to protect against V CC
voltage overvoltage. Furthermore, we also improved
the product’s PFC output voltage control reference
voltage V fb accuracy and overcurrent detection voltage accuracy.
These enhancements have made it possible
to reduce standby power, increase efficiency over
a wide range of load areas including light loads,
improve reliability and decrease power supply
costs (Refer to “‘FA1B00N’ 4th-Generation Critical
Conduction Mode Power Factor Correction Control
IC” on page 231).
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V DC = 600 V, V GE = +15/−10 V, R G = 20 Ω, T vj = 25 ºC

Table 1 Comparison of performance with conventional product
FA1B00N

FA5601N

Turn-on
timing detection

Item

ZCD* winding

ZCD winding

Control method

On-width fixing
control

On-width fixing
control

Startup overshoot
reduction function

Provided

Not provided

PFC output voltage
reduction suppressing
function

Provided

Not provided

Overvoltage protection for V CC voltage

Provided

Not provided

V fb reference voltage

2.5 V ± 1.0%

2.5 V ± 1.4%

Overcurrent detection
voltage

0.65 V ± 2.0%

0.65 V ± 3.1%

Maximum oscillation
frequency limit

Maximum oscillation
frequency limit

Light load
switching behavior
* ZCD: Zero current detection
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I FSM 75% improvement
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Forward voltage V F (10 A) (V)
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Fig.9 V
 F-I FSM characteristics in the 1st- and 2nd-generation
650-V SiC-SBDs
3.9 2nd-generation SiC-SBD

Fuji Electric has been mass-producing SiCbased Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs*8), planar
gate MOSFETs and trench gate MOSFETs. These
products are contributing to energy savings through
their use in solar PCSs, industrial-use inverters and
electrical rolling stock inverters.
We have recently developed a 2nd-generation
SiC-SBD that has better operating characteristics
and forward surge withstand capability than the
1st-generation product.
Compared with the 1st-generation SiC-SBD, the
2nd-generation SiC-SBD comes with an optimized
Schottky junction that improves V F by 3%, an optimized junction barrier Schottky (JBS) structure(15)
and drift layer that improves drift resistance, and a
thinner device thickness of approximately 33% that
reduces substrate resistance. These enhancements
reduced V F by 18% and improved conduction loss.
Figure 9 shows the forward voltage V F to forward surge withstand capability I FSM characteristics of a 650-V SiC-SBD. Compared to the 1stgeneration product, the 2nd-generation SiC-SBD
reduces V F (10 A) by 18%, increases I FSM by 75%,
and achieves lower loss and higher reliability. We
started developing discrete products that use this
SBD device in FY2020(16).
3.10 1.2-kV SiC superjunction MOSFET

To reduce characteristic on-resistance R on· A in
SiC-MOSFETs, it is necessary to reduce drift layer
resistance, since it occupies a large portion of total
MOSFET resistance. In recent years, there have
been endeavors to use the parasitic diodes (body
diodes) of MOSFETs as recirculation diodes. There

*8 SBD:

This is an acronym for Schottky barrier diode. This is a diode characterized
by a rectifying action that makes use of a
Schottky barrier formed through metal and
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has also been interest in the recovery characteristics
of body diodes.
In light of these circumstances, Fuji Electric has
been working to develop a SJ structure(17) that can
effectively reduce drift layer resistance without impacting blocking voltage.
We created prototypes of a standard SiC-SJMOSFET (SiC-SJ), SiC narrow pitch SJ-MOSFET
(SiC-narrow SJ pitch), and SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET
(non-SJ) for comparison at a blocking voltage of
1.2 kV. Compared with the SiC standard SJ structure, the SiC narrow pitch SJ structure had a 50%
thinner p-column width and a higher n-column concentration. The prototype MOSFETs were assembled using a TO-247 package. They were evaluated
against each other in terms of their static characteristics and body diode recovery characteristics.
As for static characteristics, we evaluated the
forward I -V characteristics by setting the gate
voltage to 0 V at room temperature and at 175 °C.
Figure 10 shows the R on· A temperature dependence.
R on· A for the standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET and SiC
narrow pitch SJ-MOSFET was lower than that of
the SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET, resulting in a lower temperature dependence as well. Furthermore, the SiC
narrow pitch SJ-MOSFET had the lowest R on· A at
175 °C. This indicated to us that the resistance of
the SiC-SJ-MOSFET could be further reduced by increasing the n-column concentration and narrowing
the pitch. This enabled us to improve other static
characteristics (blocking voltage and body diode I -V
characteristics) and body diode recovery characteristics, thereby facilitating use in inverter circuit applications.
1.0
Specific on-resistance (a.u.)

Peak forward surge current I FSM
(Normalized with the 1st generation as 100)

200

0.5

SiC-non-SJ
SiC-SJ
SiC-narrow-SJ-pitch
0

0

50

100
Temperature (°C)

150

200

Fig.10 Characteristic on-resistance temperature
dependence

semiconductor bonding. Its excellent electrical characteristics have made it an object of study in the application to SiC-SBD
based FWD. Compared with P-intrinsic-N
(PiN) diodes that also use minority carriers,

SBDs, which operate only with majority carriers, speed up reverse recovery and reduce
reverse recovery loss.
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(7)

4. Postscript
(8)

In this paper, we described some of Fuji
Electric’s latest achievements in the development
of power semiconductors. Fuji Electric has been
engaged in innovating energy technologies since
its founding and carries out its management policy
based on the core pillar of “innovating electric and
thermal energy technologies that contribute to realizing a responsible and sustainable society.” In
this regard, power electronics technology is playing
a crucial role in addressing increasingly important
environmental issues such as achieving energy savings and a low-carbon society. We are committed to
innovating power semiconductor technologies, since
they are key devices used in power electronics and
can contribute to achieving a sustainable society.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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Enhanced Over-Current Capability of IGBT Modules
for xEVs
HARA, Yasufumi *   YOSHIDA, Soichi *   INOUE, Daisuke *
ABSTRACT
In recent years, measures to achieve energy savings and reduce CO2 emissions have accelerated the switchover to xEVs, such as hybrid vehicles and electric vehicles, throughout the world. The IGBTs used in the inverters of
xEVs are being required to enhance their capability to withstand over current (I2t capability) at the time of accident.
Fuji Electric has developed IGBT modules for xEVs that use RC-IGBTs and a lead frame to connect to the circuit of
RC-IGBT surface electrodes, improving I2t capability. The I2t capability is 2.6 times higher for the new structure combining RC-IGBTs with a lead frame than for the conventional method using discrete FWDs and wire bonding.

1. Introduction
Recently, due to energy saving initiatives and CO2
emissions regulations, the switch to electrified vehicles
(xEVs) such as hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and
electric vehicles (EVs) has been accelerating around
the world. For HEVs and EVs, demand is increasing
not only for inverters mounted to drive electric motors but also for xEV insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) modules, which are a component of these
inverters. This xEV IGBT module is a key device for
achieving more compact vehicles, improved efficiency,
and higher reliability.
Fuji Electric has developed an IGBT module for
xEVs (see Fig. 1) with improved overcurrent capability
(I2t capability), which is equipped with a reverseconducting IGBT (RC-IGBT) that combines an IGBT
and a free wheeling diode (FWD) in a single chip, and
used the lead frame (LF) method to connect the surface

electrode of the RC-IGBT to the circuit instead of the
conventional wire bonding method.

2. I2t Capability
2.1 Need for improving I2t capability

In the inverter equipment mounted on a vehicle,
a process of decelerating to stop is executed when abnormality occurs due to overcurrent or overvoltage.
To prevent the breakdown of smoothing capacitors
resulting from counter electromotive force of the motor at that time, active short circuit (ASC) control may
function to activate the IGBT of either the upper or
the lower arm (see Fig. 2). There is a trend of increasing the voltage of batteries to improve the efficiency
of HEVs and EVs. Because of this increase, the drive
voltage of the motor increases, which in turn causes
more overcurrent to instantaneously flow into semiconductor chips in the power module when the ASC
control is activated. The challenge is how to improve
the I2t capability of FWD chips in the IGBT module to
withstand the heat generated by this overcurrent(1).

RC-IGBT
ON

RC-IGBT
ON

RC-IGBT
ON

M

RC-IGBT
OFF

RC-IGBT
OFF

RC-IGBT
OFF

Fig.1 1 xEV module (newly developed product)

*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
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Fig.2 Example of current route in active short circuit (ASC)

0

I 2(t ) d t

I2

t = 8 to 10 ms

0

t

t

Fig.3 Current waveform to define I2t

2.2 Definition of I2t capability and factors to determine
capability

As indicated by formula (1), I2t capability, which is
defined as the capability at which the element breaks
down in one cycle of a semisinusoidal wave with a duration of 8 to 10 ms related to Joule heat generated by
current and voltage while power is supplied, is a value
obtained by integrating the square of the current with
respect to time, as shown in Fig. 3.
E=

t

t
0

IV dt =

0

t

I・IR dt

0

2
I dt ................................ (1)

The I2t capability depends not only on the heat
generated by the chip itself, but also on the heat generated by the surface electrodes and connections to the
circuit, as well as on the heat dissipation characteristics. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the heat dissipation to improve the I2t capability.

3. Exothermicity Improvement with the Use of
RC-IGBTs

FWD chips (IGBT and FWD chip structure) and an
RC-IGBT. With the conventional module, IGBT and
FWD chips were arranged separately. An RC-IGBT
has a structure with IGBT regions and FWD regions
arranged in stripes in one chip, which reduces the footprint. Another characteristic is that since IGBTs and
FWDs are never energized at the same time, heat can
be dissipated from the entire chip surface when either
is activated, resulting in low thermal resistance(2).
With the conventional IGBT + FWD combination,
the FWD chip area is smaller than that of the IGBT.
Accordingly, thermal resistance of the FWD chip tends
to be high and I2t capability low.
Figure 5 shows the result of actual measurement of
I2t capability of FWD and RC-IGBT chips. As the FWD
chip area (active area) becomes larger, both thermal
resistance and current density are reduced, which improves I2t capability. Comparison under the condition
of the same active area of the FWD regions has shown
that I2t capability of RC-IGBT is approximately twice
as much as that of FWD. This capability improvement
is due to the effect of improved heat dissipation resulting from a 20% larger number of wires of an RC-IGBT
than that of a FWD, in addition to the reduction in
thermal resistance of the chip as described above.
Figure 6 shows the result of a simulation conducted
while power is supplied to a FWD to verify the validity
1.2

Figure 4 shows schematic cross-sectional views of
the conventional combination of discrete IGBT and

IGBT
Emitter

FWD

0.8

2 times

0.6
0.4

FWD

0.2

0

0

0.5
1.0
FWD active area (a.u.)

Emitter

Fig.5 I2t capability comparison
RC-IGBT +
wire bonding

IGBT region

FWD region

p+

Collector

n+

IGBT region FWD region

Fig.4 Comparison between separate chips and RC-IGBT
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Fig.6 Thermal simulation of wire bonding structure
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t

I2t capacity (a.u.)

I 2t =

4. Exothermicity Improvement with the Use of
Lead Frames
The heat dissipation condition, which has an influence on I2t capability, is also improved by increasing
the area of bonding between the chip and wiring. With
the conventional wire bonding method [Fig. 7(b)], wires
are ultrasonic-bonded to chip surface electrodes. Unlike this, the LF method [Fig. 7(a)] uses a LF solderbonded to the chip surface electrodes to increase the
bonding area, thereby improving the heat dissipation(3).
This has been confirmed by the thermal simulation
shown in Fig. 8.
Table 1 shows the result of actual measurement of
I2t capability of the LF and the wire bonding methods.
Comparison based on the same active area indicates
that adopting the LF method improves I2t capability
from 0.3 to 0.4, or by approximately 30%.

RC-IGBT

Lead frame

Wire

RC-IGBT＋
Wire bonding

Temperature
High

FEM model

RC-IGBT＋
Lead frame

Low

Chip temperature

of the experiment result. This simulation is based on
the same chip thickness, number of wires, and FWD
active area. With the RC-IGBT chip, heat generated
in the FWD regions is diffused to IGBT regions and the
simulation shows that the high temperature area at
160 °C or higher is smaller than that of the FWD chip.
As a result, the RC-IGBT has achieved lower thermal
resistance than that of the conventional FWD, which is
thought to have improved the I2t capability.

Fig.8 Thermal simulation of LF and wire bonding structures
Table 1 I2t capability comparison (between LF and wire bonding)
Connection method

I2t capability (a.u.)

LF

0.4

Wire bonding

0.3

5. I2t Capability Comparison Between Developed
and Conventional Products
As compared with the conventional IGBT module
consisting of separate FWDs and IGBTs that employs
the wire bonding method, the I2t capability of the RCIGBT module (developed product) that employs the LF
method has been improved by 2.6 times. This is the effect of improved dissipation achieved by combining RCIGBT and the LF method.

6. Postscript

Cooler
(a) Developed product (LF + RC-IGBT)

Wire

RC-IGBT
Wire

Wire

Cooler
(b) Conventional product (wire bonding + RC-IGBT)

Fig.7 Structure comparison between developed and conventional products
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This paper has described the improvement of
withstand capability of a xEV IGBT module. We have
achieved improved I2t capability by adopting RC-IGBT
and the LF method for a xEV IGBT module. In this
way, we have successfully provided a xEV IGBT module that is useful to deal with overcurrent in ASC control of inverter equipment and offers high reliability.
In the future, we intend to work on further loss reduction, size reduction and reliability improvement as
a xEV IGBT module and contribute to improved performance of inverter equipment.
References
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Direct Water Cooling Technology for Power
Semiconductor Modules for xEVs
TAMAI, Yuta *   KOYAMA, Takahiro *   INOUE, Daisuke *   

In the automobile industry, the switchover to electricity-powered electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs) has been accelerating. This has increased the demand for smaller, thinner, and more reliable power modules
for xEVs. To meet this demand, Fuji Electric has been developing direct water cooling structures that integrate a heat
sink and water jacket. The cooling performance of the structures has improved with each successive generation. Compared with conventional open fin structures, the direct water cooling structure can suppress cooling unit deformation.
This characteristics allows the heat sink base to be thinned up to 20% to achieve better heat dissipation performance
and increase the temperature cycling capability more than twice, improving overall reliability.

In order to achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) adopted at the United Nations Summit,
countries around the world are required to reduce CO2
emissions and save energy to combat global warming.
The automotive industry is going through a period of
major change defined by the keywords CASE (Connected, Autonomous, Shared, and Electric). In the
field of electrification, the switch to electric vehicles
(EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), which run
on motors powered by electricity, is accelerating. Since
inverter units used to control motors are installed in
limited spaces, reduced size, thickness, and weight to
achieve low fuel consumption (electricity consumption)
are sought in addition to improved efficiency. To meet
these requirements, the development of new integrated
mechanical and electrical systems that integrate gearboxes in addition to motors and inverters is gaining
momentum. In power modules, Fuji Electric is developing compact, thin, and highly reliable products that
are ideal for this new system.
This article describes improved heat dissipation,
reduction of size and thickness, and high reliability
of a power module with a fin structure (integrated
fin) with a water jacket in which the heat sink is integrated with the water jacket for power semiconductor modules for xEVs, as well as the flow visualization
technology that plays an important role in conducting
computational thermo-fluid simulation.

2.	Trends and Features of Fuji Electric’s Direct
Water-Cooled Power Modules for Automotive
Applications
Figure 1 shows the power density trend of Fuji
Electric’s direct water-cooled power modules for automotive applications. Fuji Electric has thus far developed a direct water-cooled power module with an aluminum cooler that is lightweight and easy to process.
The power density has improved by approximately
20% with each generation: 1st generation (2012), 2nd
generation (2015), 3rd generation (2017), and 4th generation (2019)(1). The main applied technologies are as
follows:
(a) High heat dissipation cooler design technology(1)-(3)
(b) High-reliability soldering technology(1)
(c) Ultrasonic welding technology(2),(3)
(d) Technology that guarantees continuous opera-
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* Output power density ratio: Power density ratio of each generation when the
1st-generation aluminum direct water-cooled power module is 1
Power density (kVA/L) = maximum output power (kVA) / module volume (L)

*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.

Fig.1 Power density trend of direct water-cooled power modules for automotive applications
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tion at 175 °C(2),(3)
(e) Reverse-conducting insulated gate bipolar transistor (RC-IGBT)(4), which combines an IGBT
and a free wheeling diode (FWD), which are
semiconductor elements (chips) into a single
chip.
(f) Lead frame wiring technology(5)
In the aforementioned (a) high heat dissipation
cooler design technology, the integrated fin shown
in Fig. 2 was developed and adopted from the 2ndgeneration to improve the cooling performance (heat
dissipation) of the cooler. This structure can suppress
the deformation of the cooler compared to the non-integrated open fin. Also, the base thickness of the heat
sink (thickness of the fin base) can be reduced by 20%,
which not only improves the cooling performance, but
also has more than twice the thermal cycling capability.

Thermal resistance (a.u.)

Fig.2 Cross-sectional view of integrated fin and open fin

Low flow rate

High flow rate

Improved trade-off

Pressure loss (a.u.)

Fig.3 R
 elationship between thermal resistance and pressure
loss

3. Heat Dissipation Improvement Using the Fin
with the Water Jacket Integrated Structure
3.1 Challenges to heat dissipation improvement

To improve the heat dissipation of a power module,
the rate of the refrigerant flowing on the surface of the
fins of the cooler needs to be increased. As shown in
Fig. 3, however, there is a trade-off between thermal
resistance, which is a characteristic that indicates heat
dissipation, and the pressure loss of the cooler. This
means that increasing the flow rate increases the pressure loss, which increases the load on the circulation
pump. Therefore, with each generation, the fin shape
has been redesigned to reduce this trade-off and improve heat dissipation(6). There is a way to adjust the
fin height without increasing the pressure loss. However, as clearly indicated in the cross-sectional view of
the cooler in Fig. 4, raising the fins increases the volume of the cooler. Therefore, in order to achieve high
power density, it is necessary to achieve both high heat
dissipation and high reliability within a range of pressure loss and volume that is acceptable to clients.
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Fin height

Fin base thickness

Fig.4 Cross-sectional view of the cooler
3.2 Exothermicity improvement

Figure 5 shows the result of investigating the
thermal resistance of the 1st-generation direct watercooled power module by dismantling it by component.
The thermal resistance of the fin base of the cooler accounted for 36% of the total, which was hindering the
heat dissipation performance. The thermal resistance
of the module can be improved if the fin base thickness is reduced to 20%. In order to control the thermal
deformation of the module, however, it was also necessary to ensure the rigidity of the cooler. In the past,
the rigidity has been ensured by increasing the thickness of the fin base.
Thus, the integrated fin that integrates the heat
sink and water jacket was developed to reduce thermal
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Fig.6 Comparison

of the thermal resistance between 1st- and
4th-generation direct water-cooled power modules

resistance and suppress thermal deformation. Figure
6 shows a comparison of the thermal resistance of the
power modules using the 1st-generation direct water
cooling (DWC) structure with an open fin and the 4thgeneration DWC structure with a integrated fin. The
4th-generation direct water-cooled power module increases the rigidity of the entire cooler by integrating
the water jacket, and has a thinner fin base compared
to the open fin system. In addition, the thermal resistance was reduced by 43% compared with the 1stgeneration by optimizing the fin shape, thinning the
solder, and conducting other measures to reduce thermal resistance.

4. Reliability Improvement Using the Integrated
Fin
4.1 Warpage reduction using the thermal stress of the
cooler

The power module needs to achieve high reliability
in addition to high heat dissipation performance. Figure 8 shows the dependence on the fin base thickness
with warpage of a cooler obtained by thermal stress
simulation (see Fig. 7) conducted using elemental mod-

Fig.8 D
 ependence of cooler warpage on fin base thickness using elemental model

els of open fin and integrated fin.
The smaller the warpage of the cooler, the better, due to the sealability of the cooler and the ease
of mounting the cooler on the inverter; thus, it is designed to be approximately 150 μm or less. As shown
in Fig. 8, by adopting the structure to increase rigidity,
the integrated fin has been able to reduce warpage to
less than 150 μm.
4.2 Thermal cycling capability improvement

In temperature cycling, the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients between the cooler and the
insulating substrate repeatedly causes strain in the
solder joints, and cracks develop in the solder, which
lowers the thermal resistance and leads to the destruction of the power module. Figure 9 shows the temperature cycle until failure occurs as the temperature cycle
tolerance. The temperature cycle resistance of the fin
structure with integrated water jacket is less affected
by the thickness of the fin base. In contrast, the open
fin is highly dependent on the thickness of the fin base.
In the case of an open fin with a thin fin base (0.2 arb.
unit), the cooler follows the thermal deformation of the
insulating substrate, which reduces the strain generated in the solder and increases the temperature cycle
resistance, but as mentioned above, the warpage is
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chip)
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0

0
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0.4
0.6
0.8
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Fin base thickness (arb. unit)

1.2

* DWC: Direct water cooling

Fig.9 Dependence

of temperature cycling resistance on fin
base thickness using elemental model

large and not suitable for practical use. In Fig. 9, comparing the temperature cycle resistance of the 1st- and
4th-generation elemental models, where the warpage
of the cooler was approximately 150 μm, the integrated
fin (fin base thickness: 0.2 a.u.) has more than twice
the temperature cycle resistance than the open fin (fin
base thickness: 1.0 a.u.) cycle resistance.
The above results indicate that the integrated fin
is suitable for both reducing the fin base thickness and
improving reliability. Compared with the 1st generation, the 4th-generation direct water cooled module can
reduce the thickness of the fin base by 20% and the
overall height of the cooler by one-half (50% reduction).
4.3 Reliability improvement of power module

Figure 10 shows the result of evaluating the thermal cycling capability of the 1st- and 4th-generation
direct water-cooled power modules. The 4th-generation
direct water-cooled module has a 1.4 times higher
temperature cycling capacity due to the use of a integrated fin. In addition, one of the measures to improve
the thermal cycling capacity of power modules is to
increase the strength of the solder material(7). Fuji

Thermal cycling capability (a.u.)

2.0

Electric developed high-strength Sn-Sb solder by optimizing the Sb content(8),(9). The application of highstrength solder to the 4th generation of direct watercooled power modules can further improve reliability
in the future.
Figure 11 shows the damage initiation pattern at
the solder bond of the power module after the evaluation of thermal cycling capacity. The fracture pattern
is similar to the 1 st generation with the cracks extending across the substrate and solder interface. Since
the deterioration of thermal resistance due to this
cracking determines the thermal cycling capability of
the product, reliability design is based on the fatigue
life curve of the solder material.

5. Visualization Technology for Cooler Design
The analytical accuracy of computational thermofluid simulation and the visualization of the actual
flow are important in designing a cooler. Figure 12
shows the calculation results of the velocity distribution in the cooler channel obtained through computational thermo-fluid simulation. To verify whether the
velocity distribution in the cooler channel calculated
by the computational thermo-fluid simulation can be
reproduced as intended, particles were dispersed in the
refrigerant and channeled into a transparent cooler,
and the particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to
visualize the velocity distribution of the refrigerant(10)

1.5
1.4 times

Flow rate
High

1.0

0.5

0

Low

4th-generation DWC*

1st-generation DWC

* DWC: Direct water cooling

Fig.10 Thermal cycling capability of power module
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Fig.11 Fracture condition of solder joint under insulating substrate after thermal cycle test

Fig.12 Calculation

results of the velocity distribution in the
cooler channel obtained through computational thermofluid simulation
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6. Postscript
This article described the direct water-cooling tech-

Fig.13 Measurement

of particle motion in a cooler channel
using PIV

Flow rate
High

Low

nology for power semiconductor modules for xEVs.
Continuous technological development will be continuously promoted based on these technologies to
provide products that satisfy customers’ requirements
in a timely manner, thereby contributing to the reduction of CO2 emissions to combat global warming and
achieve a sustainable energy-saving society.
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Fig.14 Results of evaluating the velocity distribution in the
cooler channel
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. Figure 13 shows the result of measuring particle
motion in the cooler channel. Based on this measurement, the velocity distribution in the cooler channel
was obtained as shown in Fig. 14. As a result, it was
confirmed that the flow was faster at the refracted
part of the wave fin, meaning the flow was reproduced
as intended, which was consistent with the computational thermo-fluid simulation in Fig. 12. Combining
thermo-fluid simulation and visualization technologies,
the mesh size of the simulation model was optimized
to reproduce the actual flow. This enabled us to obtain
an analysis accuracy of less than 5% error in thermal
resistance, which enabled us to improve the cooling
performance and limit design.
(11)

“F5202H” 5th-Generation Intelligent Power Switch
for Automotive Applications
IWATA, Hideki *   TOYODA, Yoshiaki *   NAKAMURA, Kenpei *   
ABSTRACT
As automobiles have been electrified, their electronic control system is becoming large scale. This has increased the
demand for miniaturization and high heat dissipation in system components. It is against this backdrop that Fuji Electric
developed the “F5202H” 5th-generation intelligent power switch (IPS) for automotive applications. The F5202H comes
with an operational amplifier that detects load currents with high accuracy, and utilizes a device with a triple-diffused structure. As a result, it has reduced a chip size by 45%, while maintaining the same basic functions. Furthermore, it uses a
small outline non-leaded (SON) package to contribute to miniaturization and high heat dissipation, reducing the package
size by 45% and thermal resistance by 80%. The F5202H is designed to be used in the harsh environments of engine
compartments and complies with the AEC-Q100 reliability standard for automotive electronic components.

1. Introduction

2. Product Features

Fig.1 Appearance of “F5202H”
(a) F5202H
(SON package)

(b) Conventional product F5106H
(SOP package)
Front side

Front side
Die pad

Back side

Terminal

Back side
Terminal

5.0 mm

3.75 mm

Today, as automobiles become more electrified, automated, and IT-oriented, electronic control systems
are becoming increasingly large-scale. As a result,
there is a constant demand to achieve size reduction
and higher heat dissipation for individual components
in the system. In addition, amid the increase in the
number of electrically powered vehicles, the sales of
vehicles with internal combustion engines, such as hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and plug-in hybrid vehicles
(PHV), are also on the rise.
Fuji Electric has developed and mass-produced intelligent power switch (IPS) products that control the
ON and OFF of the current that drives loads, such as
solenoid valves in hydraulic control systems and motors in exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) systems in the
powertrain consisting of an engine and a transmission. An IPS integrates vertical power metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) for
the output stage and a horizontal power MOSFETs for
the control and protection circuits on a single chip. In
addition to these circuits, Fuji Electric has developed
and mass-produced the IPS with built-in operational
amplifiers that detect load current with high accuracy
to improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions(1).
Fuji Electric has recently developed the “F5202H”
5th-generation automotive IPS that contributes to
further size reduction and higher heat dissipation in
electronic control systems. This document describes
details of the development.

4.45 mm

Package size
45% reduction
Molded resin

Chip

Lead frame
(Die pad)
Flat lead structure

6.1 mm

Molded resin

Chip

Solder

Gull-wing structure

Figure 1 shows the external appearance of the
*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
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Fig.2 Comparison of package appearance and internal structure
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Fig.3 Circuit block diagram of “F5202H”
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Microcontroller unit

Vcc

Current value
output

IN

OUT
Load
F5202H

ISH

following features and innovations to reduce the size of
the chip while maintaining the high current detection
accuracy and other electrical characteristics of previous products.
(a) By applying the 5th-generation IPS device and
processing technology, the control and protection circuits, especially in the operational amplifier part, have been reduced in size while maintaining the basic performance of the electrical
characteristics, resulting in a 45% reduction in
chip size compared with previous devices.
(b) Mounted in a small SON package with excellent
heat dissipation, the new product successfully
reduced thermal resistance by 80% while reducing the package size by 45% compared to previous products.
(c) The maximum rating of the junction temperature T vj is 175 °C, assuming that it is installed
in the engine compartment where the temperature environment is severe. In addition, this
model complies with AEC-Q100*, a reliability
standard for integrated circuits (ICs) used in automobiles.
(d) It has a built-in high-precision operational amplifier that detects the load current flowing in
controlled equipment, such as hydraulic valves,
with an accuracy of ±3.1% when the load current is 1 A (see Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 4, an
electronic control system that monitors the load
current can be constructed by connecting both
end potentials of an external shunt resistor to
the input of an operational amplifier and outputting the voltage amplified by the operational
amplifier to a microcomputer.
(e) Low voltage operation at a supply voltage of 4 V
is possible.
(f) Built-in protection functions against system
abnormalities (undervoltage detection, overcurrent detection, output current oscillation under
overcurrent mode, and overheating detection) to
prevent destruction of elements.
(g) It has a built-in Zener diode for absorbing lowimpedance surges to ensure high electrostatic
discharge (ESD) immunity.
With these ideas and innovations, the F5202H has
a smaller package and better heat dissipation, which
will contribute to further miniaturization and higher
heat dissipation of electronic control systems.

IN+
Shunt
resistor
IN−

AMP
GND

Fig.4 Example of the use of “F5202H”

*	AEC-Q100: AEC stands for “Automotive Electronics Council,” a standardization organization for electronic components used in automobiles. Q100 is a standard for the component category of integrated circuits (ICs).
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F5202H, and Fig. 2 compares the internal structure of
the package with previous devices. In the conventional
“F5106H(1),” which uses a small outline package (SOP),
the lead portion protrudes to the left and right due to
its gull wing structure as shown in Fig. 2(b). On the
other hand, the new F5202H, which uses a small outline non-leaded (SON) package, combines the features
of a flat lead structure arranged parallel to the backside of the package and a non-leaded structure with
minimized protruding terminal length as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The die pad with the chip is also exposed on
the backside. Therefore, the F5202H is smaller than
previous packages, reducing the mounting area. Furthermore, since the die pad where the chip is mounted
is exposed on the backside, heat dissipation is significantly improved when connected to the substrate.
Figure 3 shows the circuit block diagram, and Fig.
4 illustrates a usage example. The F5202H uses the

F5106H.

3. Electrical Characteristics
3.2 Operational amplifier section

The current flowing in the load is detected as the
voltage drop when the load current I SH flows through
the shunt resistor R SH. In the operational amplifier,
this voltage drop is input as the operational amplifier
input voltage V IN+, which is amplified eight times and
output as the output voltage. As an example of current
detection accuracy, the load current can be monitored

3.1 Electrical characteristics of the IPS section and operational amplifier section

Table 1 indicates the electrical characteristics
of the IPS section, and Table 2 indicates the electrical characteristics of the operational amplifier section. Despite the reduced size, the F5202H has the
same electrical characteristics as its predecessor, the
Table 1 Electrical characteristics of the IPS section
Item
Operating voltage

Symbol
V cc

Condition

Characteristics
min.

typ.

max.

Unit

V cc = when decreased

3.6

-

16

V

V cc = when increased

3.8

-

16

V
V

Under voltage detection

UV1

V IN = 5 V, V cc = when decreased

-

3.0

3.6

Under voltage recovery

UV2

V IN = 5 V, V cc = when increased

-

3.2

3.8

V

Standby current

I cc(L) 1

V IN = 0 V, R L = 10 Ω

-

0.26

0.8

mA

V IN

V cc = 4.5 - 16 V, R L = 10 Ω

1.5

-

2.8

V

Input threshold voltage
(with hysteresis)
Input current
On-state resistance

V IN = 5 V

-

20

-

µA

T vj = 25 °C, I OUT = 1.5 A

-

0.08

-

Ω

T vj = 175 °C, I OUT = 1.5 A

-

0.17

-

Ω

I IN(H)
R DS(on)

Over-current detection

I OC

V cc = 13 V, V IN = 5 V

2

-

7

A

Over-temperature
detection

T trip

V IN = 5 V

175

-

207

°C

V cc = 13 V, V IN = 5 V - 0 V
R L = 10 Ω

Turn-on delay Time

T ACCON

-

10

-

µs

Turn-off delay Time

T ACCOFF

-

20

-

µs

-

20

-

µs

-

10

-

µs

Rise Time

T on

Fall Time

T off

*Unless otherwise noted, T vj = -40 °C to +175 °C, and V CC = 8 to 16 V.

Table 2 Electrical characteristics of the operational amplifier section
Item

Symbol

Condition

PSRR

AMP output voltage
range
AMP output clamp voltage

Power supply rejection
ratio

AMP output current

AMP slew rat

Characteristics

Unit

min.

typ.

max.

DC

80

-

-

dB

V OH

R AMP = 50 kΩ

0

-

5

V

V ACL

R AMP = 50 kΩ

5

-

7

V

I AMP
(SOURCE)

When V IN+ = 375 mV, V AMP = V OAMP
V AMP = 0.977*V OAMP

- 10

-

- 0.1

mA

I AMP
(SINK)

When V IN+ = 375 mV, V AMP = V OAMP
V AMP = 1.023*V OAMP

0.1

-

10

mA

SR

R AMP = 50 kΩ
V IN+ = 0.625 V

-

0.9

2

V /µs

G

-

-

8

-

times

Current detection accuracy 1

I sns5

V IN+ = 250 mV
R AMP = 50 kΩ

- 3.1

-

3.1

%

Current detection accuracy 2

I sns11

V IN+ = 250 mV V cc = 14±1 V
R AMP = 50 kΩ T vj = 25 °C

- 2.1

-

2.1

%

V OAMP

V IN+ = 12.5 to 375 mV
V CC = 4 to 16 V

0.053

-

3.947

V

V OAMP0

V IN+ = 0 mV
V CC = 4 to 16 V

- 0.053

-

0.053

V

AMP gain

AMP output voltage
range during normal
operation

*Unless otherwise noted, T vj = -40 °C to +175 °C, and V CC = 8 to 16 V.
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at ±3.1% at a current value of I SH = 1 A (R SH = 0.25 Ω).
In general, the accuracy decreases when the operational amplifier becomes smaller. Despite the reduced
size of this model, however, the implementation of the
following three aspects secured a high current detection accuracy equivalent to that of previous products
over a wide temperature range of −40 °C to +175 °C.
(a) For the differential amplifier part of the operational amplifier, a low voltage horizontal pchannel MOSFET (PMOS) with a triple-diffused
structure, which is a 5th-generation device and
processing technology, was used instead of the
4th-generation technology middle voltage horizontal p-channel MOSFET, as described in
Chapter 4. This 5th-generation technology allows the MOSFET groups that make up the differential amplifier to be placed in close proximity to each other, allowing the chip to be reduced
in size while maintaining high current detection
accuracy.
(b) A common-centroid layout is used in the differential amplifier section to narrow distribution in
current detection accuracy.
(c) The number of test pads and decoder circuits
were reduced by revising the trimming circuit to
compensate for deviations in current detection
accuracy. The chip was thereby reduced in size.

output stage power MOSFET from planar gate type to
trench gate type. By applying the 5th-generation IPS
device and processing technology, the F5202H employs
a low voltage horizontal p-channel MOSFET with a
triple-diffused structure and a polysilicon-insulatorpolysilicon (PIP) capacitor to reduce the size of the control circuit.

In the 4th-generation IPS device and processing
technology, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the PMOS used an
n- substrate as the back gate layer. Thus, the back
gate potential was inevitably fixed to the drain potential of the vertical trench MOSFET (battery potential
of the electronic control system), and a high voltage
was applied between the back gate and each node.
Therefore, circuits such as the 4th-generation IPS operational amplifiers need to use middle voltage PMOS
with a high blocking voltage structure for each node to
withstand this high voltage, leading to an increase in
circuit area.
Therefore, using the 5th-generation IPS device
and processing technology, we have developed a low
voltage PMOS with a triple-diffused structure. The
triple-diffused structure of the p-layer prevents high
voltage from being applied between the back gate and
each node, enabling the use of small low voltage PMOS
instead of the conventional middle voltage PMOS and
reducing the circuit area.

4. The 5th-Generation IPS Device and
Processing Technology

4.3 Triple-diffused structure

In the triple-diffused structure, it is necessary to
form a deeper diffusion layer than before to ensure the
blocking voltage between diffusion layers. In the 5thgeneration IPS device and processing technology, the

4.1 Technology overview

In previous products, the 4th-generation IPS device and processing technologies(2) were applied to
reduce the size of the chip, mainly by changing the
PIP capacitor
+ terminal

Trench gate MOSFET

(Triple-diffused structure)
− terminal

poly 2
poly 1

D

G

p+

n
p
n−
n+

S

BG

p+

n+

G

G

S

p
n+

Low voltage PMOS

n+

n+ p+ n+

D

(a) The 5th generation IPS device and processing technology
MOSFET capacitor
+ terminal
− terminal

Trench gate MOSFET
D

G

S

BG

p+

n+

G

G

S

poly1

n
p

n+
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p

p
n−

p
n+

n+ p+ n+

n+

n+
Middle voltage PMOS

D

(b) The 4th generation IPS device and processing technology

Fig.5 Comparison of key device and processing technologies for operational amplifiers and output stages
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4.2 Low voltage horizontal p-channel MOSFET (PMOS)

120
100
Relative value (%)

accelerating voltage conditions for ion implantation
have been optimized so that deep diffusion layers can
be formed without changing the heat treatment conditions of the conventional 4th-generation IPS device
and processing technology. Therefore, devices that
do not need to be changed from the conventional 4thgeneration IPS can be used in the 5th-generation IPS
while maintaining their characteristics. As a result,
changes from the previous product specification are
minimized and replacement is made easy.

60
40
20
0

4.4 PIP capacitors

5. SON Package

F5202H
(SON package)

Conventional product F5106H
(SOP package)

(a) Package size
120
100
Relative value (%)

Previous products used MOSFET capacitors that
were necessary to achieve desired operational amplifier characteristics. However, since this capacitors requires a guard ring structure and the capacitance fluctuates with the applied voltage, the device area needs
to be large.
The 5th-generation IPS device and processing technology enables the use of PIP capacitors that do not
require a guard ring structure, have less capacitance
fluctuation, and can be used in a smaller area by optimizing and improving control of the insulating film
thickness. This enabled to reduce the size of the IPS
as a result.

45%
reduction

80

80
80%
reduction

60
40
20
0

F5202H
(SON package)

Conventional product F5106H
(SOP package)

(b) Thermal resistance

Fig.6 Comparison of SON package and conventional SOP
package

5.1 Smaller size and higher heat dissipation with SON
package

The F5202H uses the SON package. As shown
in Fig. 6, the package size has been reduced by 45%
compared with the previous F5106H (SOP package).
In addition, since the die pad (drain electrode of vertical trench MOSFETs) on which the chip is mounted
is exposed on the backside, heat dissipation is greatly
improved when connected to the substrate, reducing
thermal resistance by 80%.
5.2 Conformity with AEC-Q100

The F5202H is designed to be used in the harsh
environment of the engine compartment and complies
with the AEC-Q100 reliability standard for automotive
integrated circuits (ICs). The chip thickness and the
composition and thickness of the solder that connects
the chip to the lead frame were optimized in order to
satisfy standards such as the temperature cycling test
and the power and temperature cycling test while ensuring thermal stress resistance.
In addition, T vj is guaranteed to be 175 °C in anticipation of long-term operation in a high-temperature
environment. For this purpose, high-reliability wire is
used(3) to improve the reliability of the bonding interface between the wire and electrode pad.
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6. Postscript
This article described the F5202H, 5th-generation
automotive IPS that contributes to the size reduction
and high heat dissipation of automotive electronic
control systems. Fuji Electric is committed to make
continuous contributions to the automotive industry
by making further efforts to reduce the number of
parts through the incorporation of peripheral parts
and other efforts to make them smaller and more functional.
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7th-Generation “X Series” 1,200-V/ 2,400-A RCIGBT Modules for Industrial Applications
KAKEFU, Mitsuhiro *   YAMANO, Akio *   HIRATA, Tomoya *

In order to meet the market demand for smaller and more reliable IGBT modules, Fuji Electric has developed
reverse-conducting IGBTs (RC-IGBTs), which integrate IGBTs and FWDs on a single chip. Specifically, we created a
line-up of 7th-generation “X Series” 1,200-V RC-IGBT modules for industrial applications that combine 7th-generation
“X Series” chip and packaging technologies with RC-IGBT technology. More recently, we have enhanced the line-up
by adding 2,400-A products to increase the current rating. This enhancement substantially improves chip junction
temperature and junction temperature rise during operation compared with conventional products. This contributes to
further output improvement, miniaturization, and higher reliability for power conversion systems.

1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been increasing expectation that power electronics technology will further
contribute to efficient energy usage and energy savings, and play an important role in combating global
warming and achieving a responsible and sustainable
society. In this regard, power semiconductors are becoming increasingly important as key devices for the
power conversion systems used in a wide range of applications, including those of the industrial, consumer,
automotive, and renewable energy sectors.
Fuji Electric has been commercializing insulated
gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) power semiconductor
modules since 1988. Since then, IGBT modules have
contributed to the miniaturization, cost savings, and
performance of power conversion systems by helping them become smaller, more efficient and reliable.
However, attempts to enhance IGBT modules through
miniaturization have only lead to higher operating
temperatures and decreased reliability of IGBT devices and free wheeling diode (FWD) devices due to the
increased power density. Therefore, it is essential to
innovate chip and packaging technologies to maintain
high reliability and improve the power density of IGBT
modules.
Fuji Electric has commercialized its 7th-generation
“X Series” as a line-up of IGBT modules that makes
breakthroughs in chip and packaging technologies.
The lineup realizes higher power density by achieving lower IGBT module loss and better reliability(1),(2).
Moreover, we have also developed a reverse-conducting
IGBT (RC-IGBT)(3),(4), which integrates an IGBT and
FWD on a single chip, allowing it to minimize the
number of chips and the overall chip area, while also
*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.

reducing generated loss.
The X Series RC-IGBT module combines the chip
and packaging technologies of X Series IGBT modules
with the technology of the RC-IGBT to achieve miniaturization through higher power density. We recently
added to the line-up a 1,200-V /2,400-A rated PrimePACK™*3+ that comes equipped with the RC-IGBT.

2.	Features of the 7th-Generation “X Series” RCIGBT Module for Industrial Applications
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram and equivalent circuit of the X Series RC-IGBT. In voltage type
inverters, which are widely used as power converters,

IGBT
Collector

FWD

RC-IGBT
Collector

Cathode
(IGBT)

Gate

Anode
Emitter

(a) Discrete GBT + discrete FWD

(FWD)

Gate
Emitter
(b) RC-IGBT

Fig.1 Schematic

diagram and equivalent circuit of the 7thgeneration X Series RC-IGBT for industrial applications
PrimePACK™: A trademark or registered trademark of
* 
Infineon Technologies AG.
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ABSTRACT

it is necessary to connect an IGBT and a FWD in an
anti-parallel configuration. Conventionally, two chips
have been required to do this, one for the IGBT and
one for the FWD. However, in an RC-IGBT, the operating regions of the IGBT and FWD are integrated into
a single chip.
The X Series RC-IGBT uses X Series chip technology to achieve finer pattern design than that of 6thgeneration “V Series” IGBTs. This has significantly
reduced collector-emitter saturation voltage V CE(sat).
Furthermore, by applying the most advanced thin wafer processing technology, we were able to improve the
trade-off relationship between V CE(sat) and switching
loss. In general, the use of thin wafers can cause voltage oscillation and blocking voltage degradation during
turn-off, but the X Series RC-IGBT uses an optimized
chip structure to suppress voltage oscillation and
blocking voltage degradation.
Moreover, the X Series IGBT module uses a high
heat dissipating insulating substrate as one of its
packaging technologies. This has significantly reduced
thermal resistance. Furthermore, the module ensures
high reliability and continuous operation at a junction
temperature of 175 °C by optimizing the wire bonding
and using high-strength solder and high heat-resistant
silicone gel.
These technologies have enabled the RC-IGBT
module to provide a higher current rating with the

same package size as conventional IGBT modules that
have an independent IGBT chip and a FWD chip separately(5)-(8).

3. Product Line-Up
Table 1 shows the line-up of the X Series RC-IGBT
modules.
In addition, Table 2 shows the external appearance of the newly added X Series RC-IGBT module
with PrimePACK™3+ package. The RC-IGBT module
achieves a rated current of 2,400 A in the same package size as conventional X Series IGBT modules with a
current rating of 1,800 A.

4.	Features of the 7th-Generation “X Series” RCIGBT PrimePACK™3+ Module for Industrial
Applications
(1) Turn-off loss
Figure 2 shows the trade-off characteristics between V CE(sat) and turn-off energy of the X Series RCIGBT module. Compared with V Series IGBT modules,
X Series RC-IGBT modules reduce saturation voltage
by 0.65 V and turn-off loss by 42%, while significantly
improving trade-off characteristics. This has allowed
the X Series to achieve higher efficiency and higher
current density.

Table 1 Line-up of X Series RC-IGBT modules
Product name

Product type

Rated voltage

Rated current

7MBR50XRKD120-50

Small-PIM2

50 A

7MBR50XRKB120-50
6MBI250XRBE120-50

PC3

6MBI250XRXE120-50

1,200 V

2MBI2400XRXG120-50
2MBI800XRNF170-50

PrimePACKTM*3+

Press fit pin
Solder pin
Press fit pin
-

2,400 A

2MBI800XRNE170-50

DualXT

Solder pin

1,000 A

2MBI1000XRNF120-50

PrimePACKTM3+

Press fit pin

250 A

2MBI1000XRNE120-50

DualXT

Remarks
Solder pin

Solder pin

800 A

1,700 V

2MBI2200XRXG170-50

Press fit pin
-

2,200 A

* PrimePACK™: A trademark or registered trademark of Infineon Technologies AG.

Table 2 Product appearance
Rated current (A)
1,400
X Series

1,800

2,400

X-IGBT + X-FWD

X-RC-IGBT

1,200 V
V Series

V-IGBT + V-FWD
Conventional
product

(Unit: mm)

(Unit: mm)

Newly
developed
product

Product appearance
250

89

250

PrimePACK™ 3
*

89

PrimePACK™*3+

* PrimePACK™: A trademark or registered trademark of Infineon Technologies AG.
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Measurement conditions
V CE(sat): I c = 1,400 A, V GE = +15 V, T vj = 150 °C
E off: V CC = 600 V, I c = 1,400 A, V GE = +15 V/−15 V, T vj = 150 °C,
2MBI2400XRXG120-50 R Gon = 0.22 Ω, R Goff = 0.22 Ω, L s = 25 nH,
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50 R Gon = 1.0 Ω, R Goff = 1.0 Ω, L s = 60 nH

P terminal

P terminal

300

X Series RC-IGBT
module
(2MBI2400XRXG120-50)

0
1.0

Output
terminal

Output
terminal

0.65 V
reduction

200
100

Measurement point
Estimation value

N terminal
X Series
RC-IGBT module

V Series IGBT module
(2MBI1400VXB-120P-50)
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
Collector-emitter saturation voltage V CE(sat) (V)

Fig.2 IGBT trade-off characteristics

It is also important to note that conventional V
Series IGBT modules are limited in regard to how
much they can expand output current. This is because
wiring resistance of the output terminal can cause heat
generation and excessive temperature rise when a
large current flows on the module. X Series RC-IGBT
modules reduce wiring resistance by applying two output terminals instead of one, while maintaining the
same external size as V Series IGBT modules.
(2) Output terminal temperature
Figure 3 shows the results of measuring the output
terminal temperature of a V Series IGBT module and
X Series RC-IGBT module during a heat run test. The
X Series RC-IGBT modules can reduce its current per
terminal when energized. As a result, the terminal
temperature of the X Series IGBT module was 51 °C
lower than that of the V Series module when applied
with 1,100 A. This has enabled the rated current of
the X Series to be increased.
(3) Power loss and junction temperature when used
with an inverter
Figure 4 shows the simulation results for the power
loss and junction temperature T vj and junction-to-case
temperature rise T vj-c when utilizing a V Series IGBT
module and X Series RC-IGBT module in a voltagetype inverter. Compared with V Series IGBT modules,
the X Series reduces power loss by 16% under the
same operating conditions. Furthermore, the combination of X Series packaging technology and RC-IGBT
technology significantly lowered the thermal resistance, while also reducing T vj-c by 17 °C, enabling the
maximum junction temperature T vjmax to be decreased
by 29 °C.
(4) Power cycle capability
Figure 5 shows the simulation results for T vj at
low-frequency inverter operation, such as during motor acceleration and deceleration. In the conventional
IGBT and FWD structures, the IGBT and FWD each
repeatedly generate and dissipate heat. As a result,
ΔT vj (i.e., the difference between the minimum and
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400

N terminal
V Series
IGBT module

(a) Equivalent circuit

Output terminal busbar temperature (°C)

IGBT turn-off energy E off
(mJ/pulse)

500

200

Measurement conditions
DC current = 1,100 A, Ambient temperature T a = 25 °C

180
160

151

140
120

100

100

51 °C
reduction

80
60
40
20
0

X Series
RC-IGBT module
PrimePACK™*3+
2MBI2400XRXG120-50

V Series
IGBT module
PrimePACK™3
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50

(b) Evaluation result
* PrimePACK™: A trademark or registered trademark of Infineon
Technologies AG.

Fig.3 Equivalent circuit and terminal temperature evaluation
results

maximum temperatures of T vj per cycle) can be as high
as 90 °C. However, in RC-IGBT modules, the IGBT
and FWD regions are integrated into a single chip, and
this allows the device’s IGBT and FWD regions to generate heat in an alternative manner. This means that
in the RC-IGBT module, heat generated by the IGBT
will also be transferred to the FWD region, and vice
versa. Compared with IGBT and FWD structures, the
effect of expanding the heat dissipation area reduces
thermal resistance, and this reduces the temperature
change of T vj by approximately 25%, resulting in a
per-cycle ΔT vj of merely 21 °C. Moreover, this substantially reduces the thermal stress on the aluminum wire
bonding and solder bonding underneath the silicon
chips.
Figure 6 shows the ΔT vj power cycle capability and
the calculated temperature rise during the inverter’s
low-frequency operation. The significantly lower ΔT vj
has enabled the X Series RC-IGBT module’s ΔT vj
power cycle capability during low-frequency operation
to increase from 7 × 104 cycles to 4 × 109 cycles, dra-
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Power loss (W)

2,000
1,800
1,600
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

1,650
1,379

16% reduction

P rr
Pf
P on
P off

∆ T vj power cycle capability (cycles)

Calculation conditions

V CC = 600 V, I o(rms) = 1,200 A, f o = 50 Hz,
f c = 3 kHz, Power factor = 0.9, Modulation ratio = 1.0,
Ambient temperature T a = 50 °C
2MBI2400XRXG120-50 R Gon = 0.22 Ω, R Goff = 0.22 Ω
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50 R Gon = 1.0 Ω, R Goff = 1.0 Ω

1012

V Series
IGBT module
PrimePACK™3
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50

X Series
RC-IGBT module
T vjmax = 150 °C

1011
1010

P sat

X Series
RC-IGBT module
PrimePACK™3+
2MBI2400XRXG120-50

Cumulative failure rate = 1%

4 × 109

V Series
IGBT module
T vjmax = 150 °C

109
108
107

Enhanced
reliability

106
105
104
10

7 × 104
21 °C

90°C

20
30
40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Junction temperature rise ∆ T vj (°C)

Fig.6 ΔTvj power cycle capability

(a) Power loss

IGBT maximum junction
temperature Tvjmax (°C)

200
180
160

T vjmax = 117 °C
T vj-c = 10 °C

T vjmax = 146 °C
T vj-c = 27 °C
146

140
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100
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X Series
RC-IGBT module
PrimePACK™3+
2MBI2400XRXG120-50

V Series
IGBT module
PrimePACK™3
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50

(b) Junction temperature

Fig.4 Power loss and junction temperature
Calculation conditions
V CC = 600 V, I o(rms) = 1,600 A, f o = 1 Hz, f c = 3 kHz,
Power factor = 0.9, Modulation ratio = 0.02,
Ambient temperature T a = 25 °C
2MBI2400XRXG120-50 R Gon = 0.22 Ω, R Goff = 0.22 Ω
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50 R Gon = 1.0 Ω, R Goff = 1.0 Ω
IGBT chip of X Series RC-IGBT module
(2MBI2400XRXG120-50)
RC-IGBT chip of V Series IGBT module
(2MBI1400VXB-120P-50)

Calculation conditions
V CC = 600 V, f o = 50 Hz, f c = 3 kHz, Power factor = 0.9,
Modulation ratio = 1.0, Ambient temperature T a = 50 °C
2MBI2400XRXG120-50 R Gon = 0.22 Ω, R Goff = 0.22 Ω
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50 R Gon = 1.0 Ω, R Goff = 1.0 Ω
200
X Series maximum junction
temperature
175
V Series maximum junction
temperature
150
V Series
125 IGBT module
(2MBI1400VXB+55%
120P-50)
100

120

Maximum junction
temperature T vjmax (°C)

Junction temperature T vj (°C)

140

100
∆ T vj = 90 °C

80
60
40

∆T vj = 21 °C

20
0

IGBT energization
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
Time (s)

FWD energization
0.8

1.0

Fig.5 Low-frequency operation junction temperature Tvj time
fluctuation
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matically improving reliability. This also means that
it can handle a higher output current under the same
conventional power cycle capability conditions.
(5) Improved output current
We also simulated continuous operation. As shown
in Fig. 7, we found the increasing of output current by
55% using the same package as V Series IGBT modules.
This was made possible because of the reduced power
loss and thermal resistance and the increased maximum junction temperature during continuous operation, which was raised from 150 °C to 175 °C.
I O and T vjmax relationship for the RC-IGBT module
was investigated. As shown in Fig. 8, an inverter output at first output 100% of the rated current and then
overcurrent, 200% of the rated current, for 3 seconds.
As shown in Fig. 9, the X Series RC-IGBT module can
output higher current by up to 54% even during overloaded operation.
Figure 10 shows the simulation results for I O and
T vjmax during continuous operation. The result shows
that a single X Series 2,400-A RC-IGBT module was

X Series RC-IGBT module
(2MBI2400XRXG120-50)

75
50
200

600

1,000
1,400
1,800
Output current I O(rms) (A)

2,200

Fig.7 Maximum junction temperature at continuous operation
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output current (100 %)

T vj max calculation
point during
overloaded
operation

5. Postscript

T vj max calculation point
during continuous operation

Time (s)

Fig.8 Operation pattern when overloading inverter overload

Junction temperature at
200% load T vjmax (°C)

Calculation conditions
V CC = 600 V, f o = 50 Hz, f c = 3 kHz, Power factor = 0.9,
Modulation ratio = 1.0, Ambient temperature T a = 50 °C
2MBI2400XRXG120-50 R Gon = 0.22 Ω, R Goff = 0.22 Ω
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50 R Gon = 1.0 Ω, R Goff = 1.0 Ω
200
Maximum junction temperature
of V-Series and X Series
175
V Series IGBT
module
150 (2MBI1400VXB120P-50)
125
+54%
100
X Series RC-IGBT module
(2MBI2400XRXG120-50)

75
50
200

600
1,000
1,400
1,800
100% output current I O(rms) (A)

2,200

Fig.9 Maximum junction temperature at overloaded operation

Maximum junction temperature
T vjmax (°C)

Calculation conditions
V CC = 600 V, f o = 50 Hz, f c = 3 kHz, Power factor = 0.9,
Modulation ratio = 1.0, Ambient temperature T a = 50 °C
2MBI2400XRXG120-50 R Gon = 0.22 Ω, R Goff = 0.22 Ω
2MBI1400VXB-120P-50 R Gon = 1.0 Ω, R Goff = 1.0 Ω
200
175
150

X Series maximum junction temperature
V Series maximum junction temperature

X Series RC-IGBT module
125 (2MBI2400XRXG120-50)

+17%

100

In this paper, the newly developed 7th-Generation
“X Series” 1,200-V / 2,400-A RC-IGBT module for industrial applications is described.
By using this
module in power conversion systems, it is possible to
achieve output current expansion that was difficult to
achieve so far. Furthermore, the module contributes to
the miniaturization, higher efficiency, higher reliability and lower cost of power conversion systems.
We plan to continue pursuing technological innovation in IGBT modules so that we can contribute to realizing a responsible and sustainable society.
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1,200-V 2nd-Generation All-SiC Modules
TAKASAKI, Aiko *   OKUMURA, Keiji *   MARUYAMA, Rikihiro *
ABSTRACT
Fuji Electric has been commercializing Si-IGBT modules for use in a variety of power conversion systems in order to contribute to the realization of a low-carbon society. We have developed All-SiC modules equipped with 2ndgeneration trench gate SiC-MOSFET chips to improve the power conversion efficiency. While maintaining compatibility with conventional products, internal inductance and power loss has been reduced by taking advantage of the
low on-resistance of the 2nd-generation SiC trench gate MOSFET. As a result, the inverter generation loss can be
reduced by 63% compared to the conventional Si-IGBT module, which contributes to higher density and miniaturization of power electronics equipment.

To realize a low-carbon society, it is necessary to
achieve energy savings in power electronics equipment. To ensure energy savings, it is necessary to
improve the power conversion efficiency of power
electronics equipment. In this respect, power semiconductor are playing an important role. Currently,
the characteristics of mainstream silicon (Si) devices
are approaching the performance limit of their physical properties. Therefore, is getting difficult to significantly improve their characteristics. Under these
circumstances, devices using silicon carbide (SiC),
which is a wide-band gap semiconductor, are attracting attention as a next-generation semiconductor. SiC
devices are capable of significantly decreasing power
dissipation compared with Si devices. These devices
are expected to further improve the power conversion
efficiency of power electronics equipment and realize
energy savings.
In 2017, Fuji Electric released an All-SiC 2 in 1
module(1),(2) that has a rated capacity of 1,200 V / 400 A
and is equipped with 1st-generation SiC-metaloxide-semiconductor field-effect Transistor (MOSFET)
chips(1),(3),(4) having a trench-gate structure in a fullmold package. In addition, Fuji Electric developed the
All-SiC 2 in 1 module used with the standard 62-mm 2
in 1 package (W108 mm × D62 mm) of a conventional
Si-IGBT module to ensure compatibility for the outline
and terminal layout.
The newly developed 2nd-generation 1,200-V AllSiC module has reduced internal inductance while
maintaining compatibility with current products. The
reduced power dissipation was achieved by using a
2nd-generation SiC trench-gate MOSFET, which has
*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
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lower on-resistance than the 1st-generation MOSFET.
In this paper, the All-SiC module with a rated capacity of 1,200 V / 600 A in the M295 package [2 in 1
package (W108 mm × D62 mm)], which is the same as
the standard 62-mm 2 in 1 package for Si-IGBT modules are described.

2. 2nd-Generation SiC Trench-Gate MOSFET
By reducing the chip thickness and narrowing the
cell pitch of the trench-structure for 2nd-generation
products, the normalized on-resistance R on·A of the
2nd-generation SiC trench-gate MOSFET(5) with a
rated voltage of 1,200 V was reduced by 23% compared
with the 1st-generation SiC trench-gate MOSFET as
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the channel mobility was
improved by 20% from the 1st-generation SiC trenchgate MOSFET.
5
4
R on・A (mΩ・cm2)

1. Introduction

3

3.5
2.7

23% reduction

2
1
0

2st-generation SiC
trench-gate MOSFET

1st-generation SiC
trench-gate MOSFET

Fig.1 Comparison

of the Ron·A for a 2nd-generation SiC trench
gate and 1st-generation SiC trench gate

T vj = 150 °C, V GS = +15 V (All-SiC), V GE = +15 V (Si-IGBT)

OUT terminal N terminal
P terminal

Fig.2 Difference

in the internal structure of the M295 package
and standard 62-mm 2 in 1 package

OUT terminal

N terminal

P terminal

Laminated structure
Current

Insulated substrate
Base

Fig.3 Cross-section structure of the M295 package

3. M295 Package
Since SiC-MOSFETs are majority carrier devices
(unipolar devices), fast switching can be available
compared with Si-insulated gate bipolar transistors
(IGBTs), which are minority carrier devices (bipolar
devices). However, fast switching has the adverse effect of causing high surge voltage due to the internal
inductance inside the module.
To reduce the internal inductance in the M295
package while maintaining the compatibility of the
outline and terminal layout with the standard Si-IGBT
62-mm 2 in 1 package, the following improvement
was made. Figure 2 shows the internal structure of
the standard Si-IGBT 2 in 1 package and the newly
developed M295 package. As shown in Fig. 3, All-SiC
module has a laminated structure between P and N
busbars in order to utilize the electromagnetic mutual
inductance effect by keeping parallel and very close to
each other as long as possible. The internal inductance
could be reduced by 24% compared to the conventional
product.

4.	Electrical Characteristics of All-SiC Module
with the 2nd-Generation SiC Trench-Gate
MOSFET (rated of 1,200 V / 600 A)

Si-IGBT module
All-SiC module

800
600
400
200
0
0

Built-in voltage

0.55V
1

2

3

4

5

6

Drain-source voltage V DS (V)
Collector-emitter voltage V CE (V)
(On voltage)

Fig.4 Comparison of output characteristics

equipped with the 2nd-generation SiC trench-gate
MOSFET in the M295 package (All-SiC module)
and the 7th-generation “X Series” Si-IGBT module
equipped with the standard package (Si-IGBT module). As is well-known MOSFETs are characterized
by no built-in voltages found in bipolar devices such
as IGBTs. As a result, the on-voltage of the All-SiC
module equipped with MOSFET is lower than that of
the Si-IGBT module when below the rated current I D
of 600 A.
Since it is common for a power conversion device
such as an inverter to operate normally at approximately 30% of the current rating of the module, the
comparison was made at 200 A. As a result, the onvoltage of the All-SiC module is approximately 0.55 V
lower than that of the Si-IGBT module, and the steadystate loss can be reduced to approximately half as
shown in P sat of Fig. 9.
4.2 Switching characteristics

In general, the switching speed of Si-IGBT modules slows down as the temperature increases, as
shown in Fig. 5.
On the other hand, for the All-SiC module, as

Switching conditions: V CC = 600 V, I D = 600 A, V GE = +15 V / −15 V

V GE

dv /dt

25 °C 150 °C

IC

0

V CE

div

T vj = 25 °C
T vj = 150 °C

0
200 ns/div

4.1 Output characteristics

Figure 4 shows a comparison of output characteristics of the 1,200-V /600-A rated All-SiC module
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Fig.5 Comparison

of switching waveforms of the Si-IGBT
module at Tvj = 25 °C and 150 °C
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(A) M295 package
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Switching conditions: T vj = 150 °C, V CC = 600 V, I D, I C = 600 A,
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(a) Turn-off waveforms
Switching conditions: T vj = 150 °C, V CC = 600 V, I D, I C = 600 A,
V GS = +15 V / −3 V, V GE = +15 V/ −15 V
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(b) Turn-on waveforms
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E off = 17.9 mJ
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7.3 kA/μs
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Fig.6 Comparison

of switching waveforms of All-SiC module at
Tvj = 25 °C and 150 °C

(b) Turn-on waveforms
Switching conditions: T vj = 150 °C, V CC = 600 V, I D, I C = 600 A,
V GS = +15 V / −3 V, V GE = +15 V/ −15 V
V GS

I SD, I F (200 A/div)

shown in Fig. 6, the switching speed is almost the same
at T vj = 25 °C and 150 °C. This is because All-SiC modules have almost no tail current during turn-off and
reverse recovery as seen in Si-IGBT modules, and the
low temperature dependence of carrier mobility.
The driving gate resistance R G was selected so
that dv / dt and di /dt , which are indicators of the
switching speed, are roughly equivalent between the
All-SiC module and the Si-IGBT module at T vj =
150 °C. Figure 7 shows the results of the comparison of
the switching characteristics.
It is found from Fig. 7(a) that the tail current at
turn-off of the All-SiC module is much lower than that
of the Si-IGBT module. In addition, at the reverse recovery, significantly reduced tail current and peak current can be seen as shown in Fig. 7(c). This is because
during switching, Si-IGBT modules operate with the
injection of minority carriers, while All-SiC modules
operate only with majority carriers. Although the
turn-off di /dt of the All-SiC module is larger than that
of the Si-IGBT module, the turn-off surge voltage is
kept almost the same. This is due to the effect of the
low internal inductance of the M295 package as described in Chapter 3.
As a result, the All-SiC module is lower than the
Si-IGBT module in the turn-off loss E off by 25%, the
turn-on loss E on by 72%, and the reverse recovery loss

V DS, V DC (200 V/div)
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0
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V DS (200 V/div)
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(a) Turn-off waveforms
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V DS, V DC (200 V/div)

ID

V GS
I D, I C (200 A/div)
V GS, V GE (10 V/div)

V GS

dv /dt
25 °C

150 °C

V DS (200 V/div)

I D (200 A), V GS (10 V/div)

Switching conditions: V CC = 600 V, I D = 600 A, V GS = +15 V / −3 V

200 ns/div

(c) Reverse recovery waveforms

Fig.7 Switching

waveforms of the All-SiC module and Si-IGBT
module rated at 1,200 V / 600 A

E rr by 90% at the rated current of 600 A as shown in
Fig. 8.
Thus, the total switching loss of the All-SiC module is 57% lower than that of the Si-IGBT module
when the switching speeds are assumed to be roughly
equal.
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Fig.8 Comparison of the switching loss between All-SiC
module and Si-IGBT module rated at 1,200 V / 600 A
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All-SiC
module

f c = 5 kHz

Si-IGBT
module

f c = 20 kHz

(a) Inverter loss
50

5. Inverter Power Dissipation Result

40
32.5

∆ T vj-c (°C)

Figure 9 shows the loss simulation results for the
power dissipation of 2-level inverter system between
the All-SiC and the Si-IGBT module under the condition of the same turn-off dv / dt and turn-on di / dt as
described in Chapter 4. If the All-SiC module is installed under the same output current of 200 A, the
inverter power dissipation is reduced by 59% at a carrier frequency of 5 kHz due to the significant reduction
in switching loss, and the temperature between the
junction and case ΔT vj-c is reduced by 4 °C. Even at the
high carrier frequency condition of 20 kHz, the inverter
power dissipation is reduced by 63%, and ΔT vj-c is lowered by 14 °C. The power dissipation at 20 kHz, when
equipped with the All-SiC module, is almost the same
as the loss at 5 kHz equipped with the Si-IGBT module. Thus, the All-SiC module equipped with the 2ndgeneration SiC trench-gate MOSFET enables higher
density and capacity because of low power dissipation.

14 °C
reduction

30
20
10

0

18.1

4 °C
reduction
7.1

All-SiC
Module

11.3

All-SiC
Module

Si-IGBT
module

f c = 5 kHz

Si-IGBT
Module

f c = 20 kHz

(b) Temperature between junction and case

Fig.9 Simulation results of inverter power dissipation

In addition, the inverter operation at higher frequency
enables the use of smaller passive components, which
can contribute to the miniaturization of power electronics equipment.

Table 1 Planned lineup of the 2nd-generation 1,200-V All-SiC module
Package

Small1B

Small2B

Dimensions
Circuit pattern
W × D × H (mm)
33.8 × 62.8 ×
12.0

56.7 × 62.8 ×
12.0

Econo
PACK™*2

45.0 × 107.5 ×
20.5

62 mm
(M295)

62.0 × 108.0 ×
30.5

Rated current
50 A

75 A

100 A 150 A 200 A 300 A 450 A 600 A

2 in 1







-

-

-

-

-

6 in 1



-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2 in 1

-

-







-

-

-

6 in 1







-

-

-

-

-

6 in 1









-

-

-

-

2 in 1

-

-

-

-

-







Common
source circuit

-

-

-

-

-



-

-

* EconoPACK™: A trademark or registered trademark of Infineon Technologies AG
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6.	Line-up Expansion of 2nd-Generation 1,200-V
All-SiC Modules

module whose internal circuit is equipped with a common source as shown in Table 2.

7. Postscript
Table 1 shows the planned line-up of All-SiC
modules equipped with 1200-V rated 2nd-generation
MOSFET.
Currently, we are developing a series from small-capacity Small 1B, Small 2B, and
EconoPACK™2* modules to medium-capacity M295
62-mm modules. These products have a package that
is compatible with the outline and terminal layout of
the conventional Si-IGBT module.
In recent years, applications in the field of renewable energy have been increasingly using 3-level inverters that utilize a neutral point in the inverter circuit. This is because 3-level inverters achieve better
efficiency by suppressing harmonics for the output and
reducing power dissipation compared with the 2-level
inverters used in many power conversion systems(6),(7).
Therefore, in addition to the 2 in 1 module, Fuji
Electric is planning to enhance the line-up with the
Table 2 Internal

circuit of the All-SiC module equipped with M295
62-mm package
Type

Common source

Module
Internal
circuit

2 in 1
D1

D1

D1

D1
G1

G1

S1

S1

D2S1

S2
S2
G2
D2

D2
G2
S2

D2S1

S2

In this paper, the series expansion of the 2ndgeneration 1,200-V All-SiC module has been described.
Based on the results from the simulation of the
inverter power dissipation, a significant reduction
in power dissipation loss can be achieved, which will
lead to higher power density and smaller and lighter
equipment. Fuji Electric will continue contributing to
the development of All-SiC technology so that All-SiC
modules can be installed in various power electronics
equipment and enable them to achieve energy savings.
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7th-Generation “X Series” IGBT-IPM with “P644”
Compact Package
TERASHIMA, Kenshi *   OYOBIKI, Tatsuya *   OSE, Tomofumi⁑

Fuji Electric has developed a new IGBT-IPM to meet the requirements of the further miniaturization, high efficiency, and high power of conversion systems by using the “P644” package, which is the industry’s smallest class
for IPMs equipped with a brake circuit. This IPM is included in our line-up of the “X Series” IPMs, which uses a 7thgeneration chip and packaging technologies. The new X Series IPM has lower power dissipation than the conventional “V Series” IPMs using “P636” by approximately 17% and can operate in high-temperatures up to 150 °C.
These enhancements can reduce the module footprint by approximately 12% and increase inverter output current by
approximately 26%.

1. Introduction

2. Overview of the Product

Global warming and energy savings have been important issues in recent years. To solve these issues,
it is essential to improve power semiconductors, which
are key devices in power electronics power conversion
systems that consume energy efficiently and contribute
to solving energy problems.
Through the commercialization of insulated gate
bipolar transistor (IGBT) modules, Fuji Electric has
contributed to the miniaturization, efficiency improvement and output power enhancement of power conversion systems. The IGBT-intelligent power module
(IPM) is a highly functional IGBT module that incorporates an IGBT gate drive circuit and a protection
circuit into an ordinary IGBT module consisting of
IGBTs and free wheeling diodes (FWDs)(1). The gate
drive circuit has been optimally designed to achieve
lower power dissipation in accordance with customer
requirements. This will improve the trade-off characteristics between switching loss and emission noise.
In addition to improving IGBT and FWD installed
in IPM, the temperature rise during operation has
been reduced by the dynamic control of the gate drive
power, miniaturizing the IGBT-IPM.
To meet the demand for higher efficiency and output power and further miniaturization of the power
conversion systems, the 7th-generation IGBT-IPM (X
Series IPM) adopts the “P644” package, which is the
smallest class of IGBT-IPMs having a built-in brake
circuit has been developed.
In this paper, the characters of the new product
and its effect on the power converter is described.

Figure 1 shows the external appearance of the
newly developed the X Series IPM “P644” package (XP644). Figure 2 shows the circuit block diagram. The
outline dimensions of the P644 package are W87.0 ×
D50.2 × H12.0 (mm). It has a 7-in-1 circuit configuration in which a three-phase inverter circuit and a
brake circuit are integrated into a single module.
The brake circuit eliminates an external brake circuit and it contributes to the downsizing and spacesavings of power conversion systems.
Table 1 shows the product line-up of the X-P644.
The product line-up consists of 50 A and 75 A for 650-V
rating, and 25 A and 35 A for 1,200-V rating. The
X-P644 is smaller than the conventional P636 V Series
IPMs in the same rating range, and the footprint size
has been reduced by 12%.
By reducing the losses of the IGBT chip using
the 7th-generation chip technology and improving
the gate drive circuit, the total power dissipation

*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
Fuji Electric (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.

⁑

(Unit: mm)

12.0

87.0
50.2

Fig.1 External product appearance of the X Series IPM "P644"
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the brake circuit when the lower arm alarm function
is activated. Therefore, when the lower arm protection is activated, the brake circuit is unable to consume
the rotational energy of the motor, and the voltage
between P and N terminals is increased. In the worst
case, some semiconductor devices are damaged due
to the overvoltage. To solve this problem, the brake
circuit of the X Series IPMs independently detects an
error and outputs an alarm. This suppresses the increase in the P-N voltage due to regeneration power
during breaking the motor. In the event of protection
is activated in the brake unit, the other lower arms of
the inverter unit are protected simultaneously with the
brake unit as before(1).

Vin X

3. Miniaturization and Reduction of Power
Dissipation
Vin Y

3.1 Improvement of turn-off characteristics

PreDriver

Vin Z

B
Vin DB

PreDriver
N

GND

RALM

Fig.2 Circuit block diagram
Table 1 Product line-up
Rated
Rated
current
voltage
INV
DB
50 A

30 A

650 V
75 A

50 A

25 A

15 A

35 A

25 A

1,200 V

Product type

Built-in function

◦IGBT drive

circuit
Overcurrent
◦
protection
Control power
7MBP75XJA065-50 ◦
supply input
voltage reduction protection
7MBP25XJA120-50 ◦
Chip heating
protection
Alarm output
◦
7MBP35XJA120-50
(upper and
lower arms)

7MBP50XJA065-50

of the module is smaller than that of the conventional V Series IPMs.
In addition, the guaranteed continuous operation junction temperature Tvjop
has been increased to 150 °C from 125 °C in the V
Series IPMs, enabling high-temperature operation.
The alarm output function of the break circuit in
the X Series IPM is independent from the other lower
arm*1 protection function. The conventional V Series
IPM stops the operation of all lower arms, including
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5
turn-off loss (mJ/pulse)

ALM

When attempting to achieve both miniaturization
of package and high power output of the X-P644, increasing of chip temperature due to heat concentration
and thermal interference inside the package caused
by the increase in power density had to be solved. To
overcome this challenge, it was important to reduce
the power dissipation of IGBT-IPMs.
The 7th-generation IGBT has improved the tradeoff characteristics between collector-emitter saturation
voltage and turn-off loss by miniaturizing the trenchgate structure on the surface and thinning the drift
layer using thin wafer processing technology(2),(3).
Figure 3 shows the trade-off characteristics between saturation voltage and turn-off loss for the
X-P644 and the conventional V Series IPM “P636” (VP636). The X-P644 reduces the saturation voltage by
approximately 0.1 V and turn-off loss by approximately
29% compared with the V-P636. As a result, as shown
in Fig. 7, the sum of steady-state loss Psat and the turnX Series P644: 7MBP75XJA065-50
V Series P636: 7MBP75VFN060-50
E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, I O = 75 A, T vj = 125 °C

4
3
2
1
0
1.0

V Series P636
X Series P644
Saturation voltage: Approx. 0.1 V reduction
Turn-off loss: Approx. 29% reduction
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
Collector-emitter saturation voltage (V)

2.0

Fig.3 Trade-off characteristics of the 7th-generation IGBT
*1	For information on the upper and lower arms, refer to
“Supplemental explanation” on page 243.
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off loss, which account for approximately 60% of the
total power dissipation in an IGBT-IPM, is lower for
the X-P644 than the V-P636 by approximately 19% in
continuous operation of inverter applications.
In addition, by optimizing the field stop (FS) layer
of the backside structure, the negative effects due to
thinning of wafers such as the blocking voltage reduction and voltage oscillation at the time of turn-off was
avoided.

Turn-on loss (mJ/pulse)

X Series P644: 7MBP75XJA065-50
V Series P636: 7MBP75VFN060-50
E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, T vj = 125 °C

0

Without
switching function

V CE
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Ic

0A
0V

With switching function

Fig.5 Effect

of improvement of turn-on loss by turn-on drive
capability switching function

X Series P644: 7MBP75XJA065-50
V Series P636: 7MBP75VFN060-50
E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, I O = 75 Ap, f c = 10 kHz, T a = 25 °C
90
V Series P636

80
70
60
50

X Series P644

40
30
30

Emission noise: Approx. 1.0 dB reduction
40

50

60
70
80
Frequency (MHz)

90

100

Fig.6 Comparison of the emission noise (the result of the relative comparison test)

trol of turn-on drive power so that the dv / dt and di /dt
are equivalent to those of the conventional V Series
IPMs. Therefore, the radiated noise suppression and
the switching loss reduction are achieved. As shown in
Fig. 6, the emission noise of the X-P644 is at the same
level as that of the V-P636 for the same rated product
(650 V / 75 A).

Figure 7 shows the simulation results of the power
dissipation while operating the PWM inverter for the
same rated X-P644 and V-P636 (650 V / 75 A). Due to
the improvements of characteristics applying new technologies, the total power dissipation of the X-P644 was
reduced by approximately 17% during continuous operation and by 8% during motor lock*2 operation (fc =

Turn-on loss: Approx. 13% reduction

V Series P636
13% reduction

2

V CE: 100 V/div
I c: 25 A/div
t : 200 ns/div

3.3 Power dissipation for inverter application

8

4

With switching
function

Noise level (dBuV/m)

To reduce the power dissipation of the X-P644, the
turn-on loss of the IGBT, which accounts for approximately 20% of the power dissipation in an inverter
application, was improved in addition to the improvement of the IGBT trade-off characteristic described
above. As shown in Fig. 4, the X-P644 reduced the
turn-on loss by approximately 13% compared with the
V-P636.
The X Series IPM is equipped with a new function of dynamic control of the gate drive power when
the IGBT turns on according to the chip junction temperature of the IGBT to reduce the turn-on loss during
switching. In general, the higher the temperature, the
smaller the voltage change dv / dt and current change
di /dt, and switching becomes slow. Therefore, the
power dissipation increases at high temperature. For
the X Series IPMs, the temperature of the IGBT is
monitored in real time by using temperature sensors
built into the IGBT, and the turn-on drive power is dynamically switched and controlled so that the voltage
change dv /dt and current change di / dt during switching are not reduced due to high temperature(1). As
shown in Fig. 5, the turn-on loss at the rated current
can be reduced by approximately 25% using this function.
If the switching characteristics dv / dt and di / dt
are increased to reduce the switching loss, the emission noise becomes larger. In other words, there is a
trade-off between switching loss and emission noise.
The X Series IPMs have optimized the dynamic con-

6

Turn-on loss: Approx. 25% reduction

Without switching
function

3.2 Improvement of turn-on characteristics

10

X Series P644: 7MBP75XJA065-50
E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, I O = 75 A, T vj = 125 °C

X Series P644
0

25

50
75
Collector current (A)

100

125

Fig.4 Comparison of turn-on loss

7th-Generation “X Series” IGBT-IPM with “P644” Compact Package

*2	Motor lock is a state in which the motor maintains a position in a controllable state. For example, if the stopping
position is displaced due to an external force, the motor
lock function will activate to return it to its stopping position.
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Power dissipation (W/arm)
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5. Adoption of Low Cost Insulating Substrate
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V Series P636: 7MBP75VFN060-50
E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, T vj = 125 °C,
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Power dissipation (W/arm)
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(b) During motor lock

The conventional product, the V-P636, which uses
AlN (aluminum nitride) material that has high thermal conductivity, was suppressed in the temperature
rising due to the thermal concentration by the lower
thermal resistance. On the other hand, the X-P644
has a wider operating temperature range because it allows the chip to operate at higher temperatures. Furthermore, since the power dissipation was reduced, the
X-P644 can use Al2O3 (alumina) material for insulating
substrate, which is lower cost than AlN material and
widely used in general, was adopted as the insulating
substrate to achieve a lower price.
Transient heat transfer analysis using the finite
element method (FEM) was performed to confirm the
temperature rise due to thermal concentration and
thermal interference by the modified insulating substrate and miniaturized package of the X-P644. Figure
8 shows a comparison of the temperature distribution
simulation results for the X-P644 and V-P636 under
the same continuous operating conditions. The V-P636
has a margin of only 5 °C to the junction temperature
limit of Tvjop = 125 °C for continuous operation, while
the X-P644 has a wide margin of 26 °C to the junction temperature limit of Tvjop = 150 °C. Therefore,
the Al2O3 material insulating substrate can be applied
without temperature concern.

6. Miniaturization and Increase of Output Power
Fig.7 Comparison of power dissipation by simulation

As shown in Fig. 9, the X-P644 can increase the
output current by approximately 26% compared with
the V-P636.

10 kHz) compared with the V-P636.

4. Operation at High Temperatures
Table 2 shows a comparison of the maximum rating
of operating junction temperatures of the X-P644 and
the V-P636. The X-P644 can operate at high temperature by adopting the 7th-generation package technologies, such as high heat-resistant gel and high-reliability
solder. These technologies increase the allowable continuous operating junction temperature Tvjop to 150 °C
from 125 °C in V Series IPMs and the maximum junction temperature Tvjmax, to 175 °C from 150 °C(1)-(3).

T a = 60 °C, E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, I o(rms) = 25 A, f c = 10 kHz
T a = 60 °C, T c = 112 °C

Temperature
High

Low
T vjop = 124 °C

(a) X Series P644 (75 A / 650 V)
T a = 60 °C, T c = 110 °C

Table 2 Comparison of the maximum operating temperature
X Series
IPM

V Series
IPM

Maximum case temperature
Tcmax

125 °C

110 °C

Chip junction temperature at the
time of continuous operation
Tvjop

150 °C

125 °C

Maximum chip junction temperature
Tvj max

175 °C

150 °C

Item
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T vjop = 120 °C

(b) V Series P636 (75 A / 600 V)

Fig.8 Comparison of temperature distribution during continuous operation (the result of transient heat transfer
analysis)
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175

T a = 60 °C, E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, I o = 60 Ap, f c = 10 kHz
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X Series P644
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150

T vjmax = 172 °C

125
26% increase

(a) X Series P644 (75 A / 650 V)

V Series P636
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100
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35
Output current (A)

40

Fig.9 Output current and junction temperature of the power
converter

T vjmax = 150 °C

(b) V Series P636 (75 A / 600 V)

Fig.10 Comparison of temperature distribution during the
motor lock operation (results of transient heat transfer
analysis)

Chip junction temperature (°C)

X Series P644: 7MBP75XJA065-50
V Series P636: 7MBP75VFN060-50
E d = 300 V, V cc = 15 V, T a = 60 °C, f c = 10 kHz, I O(rms) = 25 A (continuous operation) / 60 Ap (during locked)
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Fig.11 Comparison of junction temperature increase (transient heat transfer analysis results)

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the temperature
distribution between X-P644 and V-P636 under the
situation that the motor state became lock-operation
from the continuous-operation in Fig. 8. Under the
same motor-lock operating conditions as the V-P636,
the X-P644 has a higher junction temperature of Tvj
= 172 °C due to miniaturization of the package. However, it is lower than the maximum junction temperature of Tvjmax = 175 °C, therefore, it can be used under
the same conditions as conventional V-P636. Figure
11 shows a comparison of the junction temperature
waveforms during the series of operations described
above. These results show that replacing the V-P636
with the X-P644 not only reduces the footprint area of
the power conversion system module by approximately
12% but also allows for higher output power.

7th-Generation “X Series” IGBT-IPM with “P644” Compact Package

7. Postscript
The new developed 7th-generation “X Series”
IGBT-IPM based on the compact “P644” package is described.
With the addition of the P644, the industry’s
smallest class 7-in-1 IGBT-IPM with a built-in 3-phase
inverter circuit and brake circuit, to our product lineup, we believe that it will contribute to a wider range
of applications by making future power conversion
systems higher efficient, smaller size and more costeffective.
We will continue to promote further technological
innovation and contribute to solving global energy and
environmental problems through the development of
IGBT modules.
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Chip junction temperature (°C)

200

X Series P644: 7MBP75XJA065-50
V Series P636: 7MBP75VFN060-50
Continuous Operation = 300 V, Vcc = 15 V, fc = 10 kHz
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“XS Series” Discrete IGBTs Line-Up Expansion
HARA, Yukihito *

MAETA, Ryo *

SAKAI, Takuma *

To further improve the efficiency of electric systems, reducing power loss is pivotal to the semiconductor switching devices used in uninterruptible power systems (UPSs) and power conditioning systems (PCSs). Fuji Electric
has thus been mass producing 650-V and 1,200-V “XS Series” discrete IGBTs, which improve conduction loss and
switching loss trade-off characteristics to enhance the efficiency of UPSs and PCSs. We have developed and added
a module to the product line-up that uses a TO-247-4 package, which has a sub-emitter terminal capable of further
reducing switching loss. The new module has a rated capacity of 1,200 V/75 A and lower switching loss than the
conventional TO-247 package products by 20% to 30%.

1. Introduction

2. Overview of the “XS Series”

In recent years, as the Internet of Things (IoT), big
data, and artificial intelligence (AI) have been increasingly utilized, data usage has been increasing due to
the sophistication of information and communication
systems and the shift to cloud computing. There is a
strong demand for power saving in servers and data
centers that handle such data, and it is also essential
to save power by improving the efficiency of uninterruptible power systems (UPS) that supply high-quality
power to these devices.
In addition, renewable energy sources such as solar power and wind power are becoming increasingly
widespread. For example, as for solar power generation, increasing the efficiency of power conversion
equipment, such as power conditioners (PCSs), which
converts DC power into AC power, has become a top
priority.
Further reduction of power dissipation of semiconductor switching devices used in UPS and PCS is
extremely important for increasing the efficiency of the
devices.
Fuji Electric has mass-produced the XS Series discrete insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) with a
blocking voltages of 650 V and 1,200 V that improves
the trade-off characteristics between conduction loss
and switching loss, making UPS and PCS more efficient(1),(2). We have newly developed the 1,200-V /75-A
TO-247-4 package product and added it to the XS
Series. In this paper, we describe the characteristics of
this product and its effects.

Figure 1 shows the main applications of discrete
IGBTs. The XS Series targets UPSs and PCSs that are
used at switching frequencies of around 20 kHz.
The newly developed 1,200-V XS Series TO-247-4
package product is equipped with IGBT and free
wheeling diode (FWD) chips. Figure 2 shows the appearance of the package, and Table 1 shows the main
maximum rating and electrical characteristics of the
XS Series. For UPSs and PCSs of several kVA to several tens of kVA, we have a line-up of products with
large current ratings of 40 A and 75 A.

Switching frequency (kHz)

1,000

100

POL

Adapters
for PC

Standard
power
supplies

Discrete
IGBT

Servers
Welders

UPS, PCS

10

MOSFET
Generalpurpose
inverters

1
0.01

0.1

1
Output (kVA)

10

100

*POL: Point of load (power supply located near the load)

Fig.1 Main applications of discrete IGBTs

* Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
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Table 1 Main maximum rating and electrical characteristics of the XS Series
Maximum rating
IGBT

Integrated
FWD

Package

FGZ75XS120C*

Yes

TO-247-4

FGW75XS120C

Electrical property
FWD

IGBT

(V)

(A)

(A)

(A)

1,200

75

300

75

1.60

1.85

2.90

2.95

Yes

1,200

75

300

75

1.60

1.85

2.90

2.95

FGW75XS120

No

1,200

75

300

-

1.60

1.85

-

-

FGW40XS120C

Yes

1,200

40

160

40

1.60

1.85

2.90

2.95

FGW40XS120

No

1,200

40

160

-

1.60

1.85

-

-

Model

TO-247

VCES

IC
Tvj = 100 °C

ICP

IF
Tvj = 100 °C

VCE(sat)
Tvj = 125 °C
(typ.)
(V)

FWD
VF
VF
Tvj = 25 °C Tvj = 125 °C
(typ.)
(typ.)
(V)
(V)

VCE(sat)
Tvj = 25 °C
(typ.)
(V)

* New series

4. Characteristics of 1,200-V “XS Series” and
TO-247-4 Package

(a) TO-247-4

(b) TO-247

Fig.2 External appearance of the package

3. Challenges of Discrete IGBTs
For UPSs and PCSs of several kVA or more, the
3-level inverter is commonly used to improve power
conversion efficiency.
Figure 3 shows the loss breakdown of IGBTs rated
at 1,200 V in the main switch section (T1 and T2) of
T-type 3-level inverters. It is important to reduce the
conduction loss Psat, which accounts for about 40% of
the IGBT generation loss, and the switching loss (sum
of Pon and Poff), which accounts for about 60%.
f c = 20 kHz
PF = 0.9

T4

T3

P f (T1)
0.4 %

T1

The 1,200-V XS Series is a discrete product based
on the 7th-generation “X Series” IGBT and FWD chip
technology, used at a drive frequency of approximately
20 to 40 kHz.
For products with large current ratings, such as
75-A rated products, the current flowing per element is
large. Furthermore, for products with three terminals
such as the conventional TO-247 package, the emitter common inductance and the wiring inductance of
the gate-emitter loop affect the switching loss. Thus,
as discussed in Section 4.3, TO-247-4 equipped with
an additional sub-emitter terminal is adopted for the
package so that the switching loss is improved compared with the TO-247 equipped with three terminals.
4.1 IGBT chip

Figure 4 shows the cross-sectional structure of the
IGBT chip. Compared with the conventional “HighSpeed W (HSW) Series(2),” which is based on the 6thgeneration “V Series” IGBTs, the XS Series is based
on the 7th-generation X Series IGBTs and features a
surface structure that is optimized as a discrete IGBT
for drive frequencies of 20 to 40 kHz, a field stop (FS)
layer, an optimized collector layer that suppresses hole

P rr (T1)
0.6 %

Poff (T1)
26.2 %

Emitter

Emitter

p

Psat (T1)
37.9 %

n+

p

n+

Gate

n− drift layer

T2

Pon (T1)
34.9 %

Fig.3 Results of analysis of device power losses (T-type)

n− drift layer

n+ field stop layer
Collector
(a) “XS Series”

Gate

n+ field stop layer

p+ collector layer

Collector

(b) "High-Speed W Series”
(Conventional product)

Fig.4 Figure of the cross-section structure of an IGBT chip
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injection, and a thinner Si substrate. As shown in Fig.
5, the XS series thus reduces the turn-off loss Eoff by
approximately 6% compared with conventional products and at the same time reduces the collector-emitter
saturation voltage VCE(sat) by 0.35 V, improving the
trade-off characteristics.

Collector

IC

Gate

RG

Subemitter
Emitter

Figure 6 shows the cross-sectional structures of a
FWD chip. Based on the 7th-generation X series FWD
with improved trade-off characteristics between forward voltage VF and recovery loss Err, this FWD has
optimized the thinning of Si substrate and the amount
of lifetime killer(3),(4). The switching loss has been reduced by improving Err by approximately 60% compared to the conventional HSW Series.

GND
(a) TO-247-4 package

IC

Collector
RG

Gate

4.3 Package

Emitter

We use the new TO-247-4 package to add the subemitter terminal. As shown in Fig. 7, this package
allows the gate current and collector current IC to be
separated to reduce the effect of the back electromotive force generated by the collector current and wiring
inductance of the emitter on the gate voltage during
turn-on and turn-off, reducing the switching loss.

4.3

IG
GND
(b) TO-247 package

Fig.7 Gate

current loop of the TO-247-4 and the TO-247 package products

V GE = +15 / −10 V, R G = 75 A, T vj = 125 °C

5. Effect of the “XS Series” TO-247-4
5.1 Switching loss

“High-Speed W Series”
1,200 V, 75 A equivalent

4.1
4.0

“XS Series”
FGW75XS120C

3.9
3.8
1.6

1.8

2.0
2.2
V CE(sat) (V)

2.4

2.6

Fig.5 Trade-off characteristics (IGBT)

Anode

Anode

p

p

12

n− bulk layer
n− bulk layer
n+
Cathode
n+
Cathode
(a) “XS Series”

(b) "High-Speed W Series”
(Conventional product)

Fig.6 Figure of the cross-section structure of an FWD chip

“XS Series” Discrete IGBTs Line-Up Expansion

Figure 8 shows the IC dependence of the switching
loss of the TO-247-4 package product and the TO-247
package product rated at 1,200 V / 75 A. The switching loss (turn-on loss Eon + turn-off loss Eoff) of the TO247-4 package product equipped with an additional
sub-emitter is 30% lower than that of the TO-247
package product at a rated current of 75 A.
Figure 9 shows the gate resistance dependence of
the switching loss. In the gate resistance range of 10
to 51 Ω, the switching loss of the TO-247-4 package

Switching loss E on + E off (mJ)

E off (mJ)

4.2

V DC = 600 V, V GE = +15/−10 V, R G = 20 Ω, T vj = 25 °C

10
8

FGW75XS120C
(TO-247 package)

30%
reduction

6
4
FGZ75XS120C
(TO-247-4 package)

2
0

0

20

40
60
Collector current I C (A)

75A
80

Fig.8 Comparison

of switching loss between the TO-247-4 and
the TO-247 package products (IC dependence)
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IG

4.2 FWD chip

V DC = 600 V, I C = 75 A, V GE = +15/−10 V, T vj = 25 °C

FGW75XS120C
(TO-247 package)

14
12
10
8
6

FGZ75XS120C
(TO-247-4 package)

4
2
0

0

10

20
30
40
Gate resistance R G (Ω)

50

60

Fig.9 Comparison

of switching loss between the TO-247-4 and
the TO-247 package products (RG dependence)

product was reduced in the range of approximately
20% to 30% compared with the TO-247 package product.

Rise of the IGBT case temperature ∆ T c (°C)

Switching loss E on + E off (mJ)

16

f c = 20 kHz, V DC = 600 V, I O(rms) = 20 A, V GE = +15/−10 V,
T a = 25 °C

90
80

FGW75XS120C
(TO-247 package)

70
60
FGZ75XS120C
(TO-247-4 package)

50
40
30

0

10

20
30
40
Gate resistance R G (Ω)

50

60

Fig.11 IGBT case temperature RG dependence

expected to allow for smaller heat dissipation fins for
devices to be mounted and the handling of more power.

6. Postscript
5.2 Evaluation of actual operation

Figure 10 shows the package temperatures of the
TO-247-4 and TO-247 package products, each rated
at 1,200 V / 75 A, when operated using a simulated inverter circuit. Figure 11 shows the temperature RG dependence of the IGBT case. The simulation confirmed
that the case temperature of the TO-247-4 package
product was up to 4.5 °C lower than that of the TO247 package product. The lower case temperature is
R G = 39 Ω

Temperature
High

Low

FGZ75XS120C
(TO-247-4 package)

FGW75XS120C
(TO-247 package)

Fig.10 IGBT molded case temperature (IO(rms) = 20 A)
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We described the line-up expansion of the “XS
Series” discrete IGBT. We confirmed that the TO247-4 package product with an additional sub-emitter
terminal is effective in reducing switching loss and
package temperature rise.
This product was developed mainly for UPSs and
PCSs, but it can also be used in PFC circuits of switching power supplies and industrial equipment.
We will continue to contribute to energy savings
and high power conversion efficiency by further reducing the loss of devices and supplying products that
meet the requirements of our customers.
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“FA1B00N” 4th-Generation Critical Conduction
Mode Power Factor Correction Control IC
HIASA, Nobuyuki *   ENDO, Yuta *   YAGUCHI, Yukihiro *

As electronic devices become smaller and lighter, switching power supplies are becoming more widely used and
are required to help electronic devices, such as LED lighting, to have a long life, low price, and high reliability while
reducing power supply costs. To meet these demands, Fuji Electric developed the “FA1B00N” 4th-generation critical
conduction mode (CRM) power factor correction (PFC) control IC. In addition to the conventional model’s functions,
this IC features a startup overshoot reduction and other protective functions, as well as higher accurate detection for
PFC output voltage and overvoltage. These enhancements enable it to improve the reliability of electronic devices
and reduce power supply costs.

1. Introduction
Switched-mode power supplies have become widespread as electronic devices become smaller and lighter.
The harmonic current produced by switching power
supplies can cause equipment and wiring facility operational failures and power factor degradation while
also increasing apparent power. Therefore, to suppress the harmonic current to be less than a certain
value, electrical and electronic devices are classified
into four classes as shown in Table 1 and the regulation values of the power supply harmonic current by
class are defined in the international standard IEC
61000-3-2.
To resolve this problem with the power supply
harmonic current and the power factor, a power factor
correction (PFC) circuit with an active filter method is
widely in use.
In order to save power, there is a demand for PFC
circuits with reduced standby power and improved efficiency in a wide load range, including light loads(1).
Furthermore, due to recent consumer expectations
and demands for longer-service life and price-reduction
of electronics such as LED lighting devices, PFC circuits are also expected to achieve high reliability and
power cost reduction at the same time.

To meet this demand, Fuji Electric has produced
the “FA5601N” critical conduction mode PFC control
IC that satisfies the class C of harmonic current regulations for LED lighting in quantity. Inheriting the
features of this IC and further enhancing its protection
functions, Fuji Electric has developed the “FA1B00N”
4th-generation critical conduction mode* PFC control
IC to contribute to the reduction of power supply costs.

2. Overview of the “FA1B00N”
Figure 1 shows the external appearance of the
FA1B00N that we have developed this time, and Table
2 compares its performance with the previous device,
the FA5601N.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the FA1B00N.
The FA1B00N can replace the FA5601N with the pin
arrangement and basic functions being retained, en-

Table 1 Classification

of harmonic current regulation
(IEC 61000-3-2)
Classification

Typical equipment

Class A

Major household appliances, audio equipment

Class B

Handheld power tools, arc welders

Class C

Lighting equipment

Class D

PCs and TVs

*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.

Fig.1 “FA1B00N”
* Critical conduction mode: The operation mode in which
the MOSET turns on when a current applied to the inductor reaches 0 A
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Table 2 Comparison

of performance with conventional product
Item

2.1 Description of operations (on-width fixing control)

FA1B00N

FA5601N

Turn-on
timing detection

ZCD* winding

ZCD winding

Control method

On-width fixing
control

On-width fixing
control

Startup overshoot
reduction function

Provided

Not provided

PFC output voltage
drop suppressing
function

Provided

Not provided

VCC overvoltage protection

Provided

Not provided

Vfb reference voltage

2.5 V ± 1.0%

2.5 V ± 1.4%

Overcurrent detection voltage

0.65 V ± 2.0%

0.65 V ± 3.1%

Light load
switching operation

Maximum oscillation frequency
limit

Maximum oscillation frequency
limit

The FA1B00N is a PFC control IC that performs a
critical operation using self-oscillation. Figure 3 shows
the schematic operation circuit and Fig. 4 shows the
waveforms of respective parts in switching operation.
At time t1 in Fig. 4, when the MOSFET (Q1) turns
on, the current IL1 of the inductor (L1) rises from zero.
At the same time, the output Vramp of the RAMP oscillator inside the IC rises at a slope determined by the
resistance R3 of the RT pin.
At time t2, the PWM comparator (PWM comp.)
compares the Vramp and the error amplification voltage Vcomp, and turns off Q1 when Vramp is greater than
Vcomp. When the Q1 turns off, IL1 reverses, and while a
current is supplied to the output side through a boostup diode (D1), IL1 decreases, and the voltage Vsub of
auxiliary winding also reverses, generating positive
voltage.
At time t3, if IL1 returns completely to zero, the
drain-source voltage Vds of Q1 resonates with the
drain-source parasitic capacitance of Q1 and rapidly
drops. At the same time, Vsub also rapidly drops.
At time t4, the zero current detecting comparator
detects the timing when Vsub becomes the zero current detection voltage or lower, causing Q1 to turn on.
Repeating these operations, the IC performs a critical
operation.
In the operations above, if the PFC circuit load is
constant, Vcomp becomes constant, and thus, the onwidth also becomes constant. Here, the peak current

* ZCD: Zero current detection

abling the reduction of lead time for power supply design.
In addition to the functions of previous devices,
this device has additional functions, including an overshoot reduction at start-up, PFC output voltage reduction suppressing, and VCC overvoltage protection. Furthermore, we have improved the accuracy of the reference voltage Vfb for PFC output voltage control and the
accuracy of overcurrent detection voltage. These additional functions and the increased accuracy reduces
costs and improves the reliability of power supplies.
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+
−
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−
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Output voltage drop
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−
+
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UVLO
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2
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Q
Flip-flop
R
Q
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−
+
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Mask
circuitR
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−
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Q
Flip-flop
S
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−
+

Internal electrical
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prevention comparator

＋
－

VCC Over-voltage
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prevention
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+
−

PWM
comparator
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S

−
+
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+
−
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Q
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5

Fig.2 “FA1B00N” block diagram
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5
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4
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+

3
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−
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S
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1

+
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8

C5
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R6
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VCC
C8

D2
+
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Fig.3 Schematic operation circuit

In formula (1), L and Ton are constant, and therefore, the peak current of L1 is proportionate to Vin and
the waveform equals the AC waveform of the input
voltage. This operation enables power factor correction.

OUT
(Q1 gate)
Q1
V DS

3. Features
3.1 Overshoot reduction function

IL1

V comp
V ramp
PWM comp.
output

V sub

ZCD comp.
output
t1

t2

t3 t4

Fig.4 Waveforms of respective parts in switching operation

of the inductor is given by formula (1).
I max =

V in
× T on........................................................ (1)
L

Imax : Peak current of L1
Vin : Input voltage
L : Inductance value of L1
Ton : On-width

A PFC circuit generates an output voltage ripple
with the frequency components of the AC input voltage. To reduce the impact of this output voltage ripple
on PFC control IC operations, it has a large capacity
capacitor connected to the COMP pin. However, if the
capacitor capacity increases, a delay occurs in the response of Vcomp at start-up and the output voltage of
the PFC circuit increases, causing overshoot.
Moreover, the electrolytic capacitor connected to
the output of the PFC circuit often has an insufficient
breakdown voltage margin for the output setting voltage of the PFC circuit to reduce the power supply cost.
Therefore, the output voltage of the PFC circuit overshoots to near the rated voltage of the electrolytic capacitor at start-up, reducing the life expectancy of the
electrolytic capacitor, possibly leading to a breakdown.
To resolve this problem, the FA1B00N contains a
built-in function that reduces the output voltage overshoot of the PFC circuit at start-up(2). Figure 5 shows
the operation waveform of this function.
The PFC control IC supplies more electric power to
the output of the PFC circuit if Vcomp is higher. At the
time of start-up, high electric power is required to raise
the output voltage of the PFC circuit to the set voltage, and therefore, Vcomp rises to the maximum value.

“FA1B00N” 4th-Generation Critical Conduction Mode Power Factor Correction Control IC
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−

Function not provided

Function provided

Output voltage
(V o)

Overshoot

Output voltage (V o)

Output voltage (V o)

Output reduction
suppression

PFC output
Setting
voltage

Error amplified voltage (V comp)

Error amplified voltage (V comp)

t
Error amplified voltage
(V comp)

OUT
terminal

OUT terminal

On-width expansion

Maximum
value

Delayed decrease
(With overshoot
reduction)

t
Delayed decrease
(Without overshoot
reduction)

Fig.5 Overshoot reduction function operation waveform

However, even if the output voltage of the PFC circuit
reaches the set voltage, a delay in Vcomp lowering occurs due to the capacitor connected to the COMP pin.
Thus, excessive power supply occurs, causing overshoot
in the output voltage of the PFC circuit. To cope with
this, the FA1B00N temporarily lowers Vcomp when
the PFC output voltage reaches the set voltage value
at start-up to release the excessive power supply and
reduce the overshoot. This enables the safe use of an
electrolytic capacitor with a small breakdown voltage
margin and leads to a reduction of the power supply
cost.
3.2 Output voltage drop suppressing function for PFC
circuits

To reduce the power supply cost, it is desirable to
reduce the capacity of the electrolytic capacitor connected to the output of the PFC circuit. However, if
the capacity of the electrolytic capacitor is small, the
output voltage of the PFC circuit will drop significantly
when the load increases rapidly at the DC /DC converter connected to the rear stage of the PFC circuit.
Figure 6(a) shows the conventional operation waveform. If the output voltage of the PFC circuit drops,
Vcomp rises to make the output voltage rise to the set
voltage value. However, if the capacity of the capacitor
connected to the COMP pin is large, the Vcomp response
is delayed, and thus, the output voltage drops. If this
output voltage drops below the minimum input voltage of the DC /DC converter, the DC /DC converter may
stop and no longer be able to supply power to the load.
To cope with this, the FA1B00N contains a built-in
function that suppresses the PFC circuit output voltage drop. Figure 6(b) shows the operation waveform of
this function.
The FA1B00N forcibly raises Vcomp when the output voltage of the PFC circuit falls below the PFC

234

(a) Without PFC output
reduction suppression

(b) With PFC output
reduction suppression

Fig.6 PFC

output reduction suppressing function operation
waveform

output voltage threshold to widen the on-width of the
OUT pin and suppress the output voltage of the PFC
circuit from dropping. As a result, it becomes possible
to supply a stable output voltage to the DC /DC converter at the rear stage. Moreover, this enables the
use of a small-capacity electrolytic capacitor and leads
to a reduction of the power supply cost.
3.3 Overvoltage protective function for V CC voltage

Voltage supply to the VCC pin of the PFC control
IC is achieved generally through the method of lowering the AC input voltage with the transformer auxiliary winding (L3), rectifying the voltage generated on
the auxiliary winding with a diode, and smoothening it
with a capacitor. This method may cause a breakdown
of the circuit inside the IC and the MOSFET connected
to the VCC pin if the output voltage of the power supply becomes large due to certain factors such as overload. Therefore, a protective Zener diode may be connected.
The FA1B00N contains a built-in function that
protects the MOSFET against breakdown due to overvoltage by stopping OUT pin switching if the VCC pin
V CC voltage

V CC voltage

V CC terminal
overvoltage
detection voltage
V CC terminal
overvoltage
release voltage

OUT terminal

OUT terminal

(a) Without overvoltage
protection

Switching stop

(b) With overvoltage
protection

Fig.7 Operation

waveform of the overvoltage protective function for VCC voltage
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pin resistance during light load conditions, it turns on
at a cycle slower than 1 /Fmax even if the timing when
the inductor current becomes zero is detected. This
maximum oscillating frequency limiting function suppresses the increase in the switching frequency, which
reduces switching loss and improves the efficiency during light load conditions. Furthermore, it reduces heat
generation in the MOSFET, and the heat sink for emitting heat is smaller, leading to a reduction of the power
supply cost.

4. Sample Application Circuit
Figure 8 shows an application circuit example of
the PFC circuit assuming LED lighting (input 90 to
264 V, output 390 V, 150 W).
As shown in Fig. 9, at standard input voltage
(110 V, 220 V) and rated load (150 W), a power factor
was 0.95 or higher, which is required for general electronic devices.
As shown in Fig. 10, harmonic current characteristics have satisfied class C in the international standard
IEC 61000-3-2 required for lighting devices.
As shown in Fig. 11, the average efficiency (average
of efficiency values under 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%
loads) at standard input voltages (110 V, 220 V) was
ensured to be 89% or more, which is required for general electronic devices.

3.4 Efficiency improvement during light load conditions
(maximum oscillating frequency limiting)

In critical operation, the switching frequency increases during light load conditions, which causes a
problem in which the switching loss of the MOSFET
increases and the efficiency decreases.
To improve the efficiency during light load conditions, the FA1B00N has the same maximum oscillating
frequency limiting function as the previous device, the
FA5601N. If the switching frequency exceeds the maximum oscillating frequency Fmax determined by the RT
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Fig.8 Application

circuit example
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voltage reaches the VCC overvoltage detection voltage
as shown in Fig. 7. This function eliminates the need
for the circuit inside the IC connected to the VCC pin
and the Zener diode to protect the MOSFET gate and
leads to a reduction of the power supply cost.
In addition to such protective functions, we have
improved the accuracy of the reference voltage for PFC
circuit output voltage control. Thus, the upper limit
output voltage of the PFC circuit is now lower, and the
breakdown voltage margin of the electrolytic capacitor
connected to the PFC circuit is larger than the conventional one, enabling the prevention of a breakdown of
the electrolytic capacitor.
We also have improved the accuracy of detecting
an overcurrent applied to the MOSFET. As a result,
the overcurrent can be limited by immediately turning
off the MOSFET when an overcurrent occurs, thus preventing the destruction of power supply components
such as MOSFETs and improving the reliability of the
power supply.
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5. Postscript
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90
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0

V i n = 110 VAC
Average efficiency required for typical
electronic equipment = 89%

This document described the 4th-generation critical conduction mode PFC control IC “FA1B00N.” This
IC achieves standby power reduction, efficiency improvement in a wide load range including light loads,
reliability improvement, and power cost reduction.
In the future, we will work to further reduce
standby power, improve efficiency, and provide products that enable the reduction of power supply parts.
References
(1) Hiasa, N. et al. “FA1B00 Series” 4th-Generation Critical Conduction Mode, Power Factor Correction Control
ICs. FUJI ELECTRIC REVIEW. 2018, vol.64, no.4,
p.205-210.
(2) Sugawara, T. et al. 3rd-Gen. Critical Mode PFC Control IC “FA1 A00 Series”. FUJI ELECTRIC REVIEW.
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1.2-kV SiC Superjunction MOSFETs
TAWARA, Takeshi *

BABA, Masakazu *

TAKENAKA, Kensuke *

Fuji Electric formed a 4H-SiC-based 1.2-kV SiC Superjunction MOSFETs (SiC-SJ-MOSFETs) by repeating ntype epitaxial growth and Al ion implantation and verified its static and reverse recovery characteristics. The on-resistance of the SiC-SJ-MOSFETs at 175 °C was 55% to 65% that of the conventional trench gate MOSFETs. In terms
of reverse recovery characteristics, the SiC-SJ-MOSFETs did not show an excessive surge voltage despite a slight
increase in reverse recovery charge at 175 °C compared with conventional SiC trench gate MOSFETs. We expect
that the use of SiC-SJ-MOSFETs in inverter circuits will contribute to reducing total loss.

The superjunction (SJ) structure enables the efficient reduction of drift layer residence without lowering blocking voltages. Since this was reported in 1997,
*1 Specific on-state resistance: On-resistance standardized
by unit area. Conduction loss performance index.
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2. Advantages of the SJ Structure

Si
-S

SiC power devices using silicon carbide (SiC) as
a semiconductor material can reduce conduction loss
by increasing the doping concentration of the drift
layer, taking advantage of a higher critical electric
field strength than silicon (Si). Fuji Electric produces
Schottky barrier diodes (SiC-SBDs) with blocking voltages of 650 to 3,300 V and metal oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistors (SiC-MOSFETs) with blocking
voltages of 1,200 V. For many years, the SiC-MOSFET
had a problem that the specific on-resistance*1 Ron· A
does not decrease due to its high channel resistance
during conduction. Recently, by reducing cell pitch as
a result of trench gate adoption and with short-channel
technology, channel resistance reduction has advanced
rapidly(1). To further reduce Ron· A in the future, there
is a need to make more efforts to reduce drift layer
resistance that dominates the Ron· A of recent trench
MOSFETs.
In this document, the device characteristics of a
1.2-kV class SiC Superjunction MOSFET (SiC-SJMOSFET) with reduced drift layer resistance are
mainly discussed.

various companies have worked on its development(2).
In the case of vertical SJ devices, by forming a periodic
p-n column structure in the drift layer, the drift layer
resistance will be smaller than that of conventional
devices by a factor of (32 /27) · (d · Ec / VB) (d, Ec, and
VB are column width, a critical electric field strength,
and a blocking voltage(2) respectively). In the SJ structure, it is possible to lower on-resistance by refining
the column width, and SJ-MOSFETs using Si have
achieved a low on-resistance that exceeds Si limits.
On the other hand, even when applied to SiC, whose
critical electric field strength is one order of magnitude
higher than that of Si, devices with higher blocking
voltages can sufficiently reduce drift layer resistance.
For example, when a 1.6-kV SJ-MOSFET(3) is created
using SiC, the drift layer resistance is estimated to
be approximately half of the conventional MOSFET.
Figure 1 shows the trade-off relationship between the
on-resistance and the blocking voltage of the Si-SJ-

Specific on-resistance Ron· A (a.u.)

1. Introduction

-M
SJ
C-

Si

1,000

10,000

Breakdown voltage (V)

* The National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (seconded from Fuji Electric)

Fig.1 Trade-off relationship between specific on-resistance
and blocking voltage
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MOSFET, the Si-IGBT, the SiC-MOSFET, and the
SiC-SJ-MOSFET. Depending on the SJ structure,
even with SiC, trade-off is improved on devices with
higher blocking voltages.

3. SiC-SJ-MOSFET Fabrication
For the Si-SJ-MOSFETs, the multistage epitaxial
growth method is well-known, and n-type epitaxial
growth and subsequent p-type ion implantation are
repeated until finally, columns are formed by thermal
diffusion(4). On the other hand, the method of using
SiC as a semiconductor material to form the SJ structure generally cannot use thermal diffusion because
aluminum (AI) used as a p-type dopant has a small diffusion coefficient in SiC. Up to now a method of forming columns using ion implantation(5) and a method of
digging a trench in the n-drift layer and embedding
the p-type epitaxial layer in the trench(6) are proposed
for SiC-SJ-MOSFETs. This time, using the project
outputs of the joint research project Tsukuba PowerElectronics Constellations (TPEC), we fabricated the
SiC-SJ-MOSFET with a blocking voltage of 1.2 kV by
forming deep columns through repeated nitrogen (N)
doped epitaxial growth and Al ion implantation. SiC
enables us to refine the column width with relatively
little effort because implanted ions are difficult to diffuse thermally, and we also fabricated the SiC-SJ-
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n++ p
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p

p

MOSFET with half the conventional column width.
Figure 2 shows the device structure of the SiCSJ-MOSFET with a blocking voltage of 1.2 kV. All
are of the trench gate type. We fabricated a standard
SiC-SJ-MOSFET (SiC-SJ), a SiC narrow-pitch SJMOSFET (SiC-narrow-SJ-pitch), and a SiC-non-SJMOSFET (SiC-non-SJ) as a reference. The standard
SiC-SJ-MOSFET has a p-column formed between
trench gates. To maintain the blocking voltage in the
SiC narrow-pitch SJ-MOSFET, we increased the p and
n column concentration and reduced the column width
to half of the standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET. The SiC-nonSJ-MOSFET is a normal trench gate MOSFET with no
SJ structure in the drift layer for comparison. In addition, the fabricated devices have adopted the Semi-SJ
structure(8) with the buffer layer below the SJ structure
proposed for the suppression of hard recovery characteristics.
For the SJ structure, a 4.4-μm n-buffer layer was
grown on a 4° off 4H-SiC substrate, and a 0.65-μm n
type epitaxial layer was grown on it seven times. The
p column was formed by Al ion implantation for a total
of eight times. Figure 3 shows a part of the standard
SiC-SJ-MOSFET fabrication process. After multistage
epitaxial growth, using the same process as that for
SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET, an upper trench gate MOSFET
structure was formed. Figure 4 shows the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the crosssection of a fabricated standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET and
SiC narrow-pitch SJ-MOSFET. It was found that a
vertical p column was formed with the multistage epitaxial growth method.
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Fig.3 Fabrication flow of SiC-SJ MOSFET

Fig.2 Schematic diagrams of fabricated devices
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Fig.4 Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of fabricated SJ
MOSFETs

4. Static Characteristics

Specific on-resistance Ron· A (a.u.)

The fabricated devices are 3 mm × 3 mm in size
and packaged in the TO-247 for evaluation. The rated
current of each device is 18 A (330 A /cm2).
Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of
Ron·A of the fabricated devices with the gate voltage of
20 V at room temperature and at 175 °C. As compared
to the SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET, the standard SiC-SJMOSFET and the SiC narrow-pitch SJ-MOSFET had
lower on-resistance over the entire temperature range
and further showed soft temperature dependences
of Ron·A. In Ron· A at 175 °C of the standard SiC-SJMOSFET, the resistance has lowered to 67% compared
to SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET. Likewise, in the SiC narrowpitch SJ-MOSFET, it has lowered to 55%. The reason
why the on-resistance of SiC-SJ-MOSFETs drops significantly at high temperatures is the reduction of drift
layer resistance by the soft temperature dependence
of electron mobility, and the proportion of drift layer
resistance in the on-resistance increases, making the
effect of the SJ structure more pronounced.
When comparing Ron· A of the standard SiC-SJMOSFET and the SiC narrow pitch SJ-MOSFET, there
1.0
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Fig.6 Blocking voltage waveform
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Fig.5 Temperature dependence of specific on-resistance

1.2-kV SiC Superjunction MOSFETs

0

*2	JFET resistance: On-resistance increment caused by the
JFET effect where the depletion layer extends from the
adjacent p-type region to the n-type region narrowing the
current path.
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is little difference at room temperature, but the SiC
narrow-pitch SJ-MOSFET showed a lower value at
175 °C. The reason for this is that the drift layer resistance is smaller than other resistance components
(channel resistance, substrate resistance, JFET resistance*2), and the differences between the fabricated
devices were not especially pronounced. However, at
high temperatures, the drift layer resistance increases
due to decreased electron mobility, and thus, it is presumed that a pitch reduction effect was seen, and as
a result, the difference in Ron· A of fabricated devices
became especially pronounced. Based on these results,
if drift layer resistance is predominant, it is possible to
further reduce the resistance of the SiC-SJ-MOSFET
by narrowing the SJ-pitch.
Figure 6 shows the blocking voltage waveform at
room temperature. All structures showed sufficient
characteristics as devices with a blocking voltage of
1.2 kV.
Next, Figs. 7 and 8 show the I-V characteristics of
a body diode and the temperature dependence of differential conductance di/ dv and VF calculated from the
characteristics. In the case of SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET,
di/ dv slightly increases (differential resistance decreases) when the temperature is changed from room
temperature to 175 °C. On the other hand, in the case
of the standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET and the SiC narrowpitch SJ-MOSFET, di/ dv decreases (differential resistance increases) at high temperatures. The differential
resistance of the body diode at high temperature is determined by the balance of resistance decrease due to
increase in the carrier injection level and resistance increase due to mobility lowering. Based on the results
in Fig. 8, it is suggested that the SiC-SJ-MOSFET at
high temperatures has less carrier injection compared
to SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET, and decreased mobility has a
strong effect on it. Moreover, as a reason for less car-
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free wheeling diode in the inverter circuit instead of an
external SBD to reduce the module cost and improve
thermal distribution, and the reverse recovery characteristics of body diodes have attracted attention. It has
been reported that Si-SJ-MOSFET has poor reverse
recovery characteristics(8),(9), but the case of SiC-SJMOSFETs should also be investigated.
(1) Body diode reverse recovery characteristics
This section describes the evaluation results of
the body diode reverse recovery characteristics during switching. For the evaluation, we used a simple
chopper circuit as shown in Fig. 9 and the SiC-non-SJMOSFET device and the standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET
device. The gate voltage is VG = +20 V / - 5 V, and the
gate resistance is 100 Ω. Figure 10 shows the reverse
recovery waveforms at room temperature RT and at
175 °C. The drain current ID was set to 7 A and 18 A.
As shown in Fig. 10, the reverse recovery charge Qrr is
the value obtained by time integration of the reverse
current in the reverse recovery waveform, taking the
current oscillation into account. Because the reverse
recovery charge Qrr, which is the charge amount accumulated within the device when a body diode is forward biased, causes a reverse recovery current to flow
at reverse bias leading to loss, a small Qrr is desirable.
It has been reported that Si-SJ-MOSFETs have larger
Qrr due to the longer lifetime of the carriers injected
from the pn column(9).

Fig.8 Temperature dependence of di /dv and VF of the body
diodes

FWD using body diode
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rier injection on the SiC-SJ-MOSFET, for example, it
is expected that the carrier lifetime of the SJ structure
has become shorter due to Al ion implantation damage
during column fabrication process.
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5. Body Diode Reverse Recovery Characteristics
and Waveforms
In recent years, there have been discussions to use
the parasitic diode (body diode) of the MOSFET as a
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Fig.10 Body diode reverse recovery waveform
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Fig.11 Current dependence of Q rr of the body diodes

As shown in Fig. 11, at room temperature or a
low current density, the Qrr of the standard SiC-SJMOSFET is higher than that of the SiC-non-SJMOSFET, reflecting the difference in drain-source
capacitance due to the higher n column concentration and larger pn junction area. However, as the
temperature rises and the carrier injection from the
p-layer increases, Qrr increases rapidly in SiC-non-SJMOSFETs, whereas in standard SiC-SJ-MOSFETs,
the increase in Qrr is small.
The results of drain current and temperature
dependence of Qrr indicate that the carrier injection efficiency of the standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET is
lower compared to the SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET, and it
is consistent with the temperature dependence of
dIf /dVf of the body diode. Based on these results,
difference in recovery loss becomes small between
the standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET and the SiC-non-SJMOSFET under switching conditions with high temperature and high current conduction.
(2) Body diode reverse recovery waveform
This section describes diR / dt of the body diode
reverse recovery waveform. diR / dt is the maximum
value of the current reduction rate until it becomes
zero after a reverse recovery current exceeds the peak.
Excessive diR / dt causes EMI noise and a surge voltage
within the circuit, and therefore, a smaller value is desirable. However, for the Si-SJ-MOSFET, it is known
that injected holes are removed from near the p column by an low electric field, resulting in hard recovery
characteristics with a large diR / dt(7),(8).
Figure 12 shows the reverse recovery waveforms at
175 °C of the SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET, the standard SiCSJ-MOSFET, and the SiC narrow-pitch SJ-MOSFET.
Figure 13 then shows the temperature dependence of
the diR / dt values calculated from the waveforms. Although the diR / dt of the standard SiC-SJ-MOSFET
and SiC narrow-pitch SJ-MOSFET increase from room
temperature to 175 °C, it is suppressed to about three
to four times that of the SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET, and
there is no significant difference in the surge voltage of
the body diode.
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With respect to the SJ-MOSFET using Si, the body
diode Qrr and the surge voltage are high, and applying it to the inverter circuit is difficult. On the other
hand, the SJ-MOSFET using SiC has achieved low Qrr
and low surge voltage without special processing such
as electron beam irradiation, and it should be easier
to apply to an inverter circuit than Si-SJ-MOSFETs.
There is a large scope to improve the reverse recovery
characteristics for SiC-SJ-MOSFETs in the future.

6. Postscript
We evaluated the SiC-SJ-MOSFET having the
Semi-SJ structure with a blocking voltage of 1.2 kV
for static and reverse recovery characteristics at room
temperature and at high temperatures. In Ron·A at
175 °C of the SiC-SJ-MOSFET, the on-resistance has
lowered to 55% to 67% compared to the conventional
SiC-non-SJ-MOSFET. Because of the low temperature
dependence of SiC-SJ-MOSFET, it is expected that the
difference in the Ron· A between the SiC-SJ and SiCnon-SJ-MOSFET would increase in a future ultra-high
temperature operation. By taking advantage of SiCSJ-MOSFET’s low on-state loss due to low Ron·A and
further improving its reverse recovery characteristics,
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this technology is going to be applied to inverter circuits.
This research has been implemented under a
joint research project of Tsukuba Power-Electronics
Constellations (TPEC). We acknowledge the contribution of Dr. Yusuke Kobayashi, Dr. Shinya Kyogoku,
Mr. Tadao Morimoto, Mr. Teruaki Kumazawa, Dr.
Yusuke Yamashiro, and Dr. Shinsuke Harada who
have supported us in prototyping, evaluation, and discussion.
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Supplemental Explanation
Upper arm and lower arm

p.222

In switching circuits used in inverters and other
electrical equipment, a circuit that supplies current
from the power supply to the electrical load is called
upper arm. A circuit that draws current from the electrical load to power supply is called lower arm.
M
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“NSN4” Neutron Scintillation Survey Meter
INUI, Daisuke *   MATSUNAKA, Masayuki *   NUNOMIYA, Tomoya *   

Fuji Electric has developed the “NSN4” neutron
scintillation*1 survey meter that can measure the 1-cm
ambient dose equivalent rate*2 at nuclear facilities,
accelerator facilities and advanced medical facilities.
3
He*3 is currently the most widely used material for
neutron detectors. Its supply is limited because it is
almost non-existent in nature and is produced artificially. Furthermore, its supply is susceptible to international circumstances. In particular, the demand for
3
He has increased worldwide because it has been being
used to test suspicious substances, such as radioactive
materials, in counter-terrorism activities. This has
increased its price and made it even more difficult to
procure. It is against this backdrop that Fuji Electric
has commercialized a neutron scintillation survey meter that does not use 3He. To achieve this, the detector
uses a scintillator*4, which emits light when radiation
is incident. Figure 1 shows the external appearance of
the meter.

1. Neutron Measurement Principles
The NSN4 uses LiF/CaF2:Eu eutectic composites*5 (1) for the scintillator to detect neutrons. The eutectic composites have a structure that combines a LiF
layer and Eu-doped CaF2 layer in the crystal. When
neutrons are incident on the eutectic composites, the
6
Li contained in the LiF layer produces a neutron capture reaction that generates charged particles such as

Neutrons

Alpha Lumiray nescence

Luminescence

LiF layer
CaF2:Eu
layer

Neutron
moderator

Light guide
Photomultiplier
tube

Fig.2 C
 onceptual diagram of the “NSN4” measurement principle

alpha rays. When the charged particles pass through
the Eu-doped CaF2 layer of the scintillator, it emits the
imparted energy from the charged particles as scintillation light. The LiF/CaF2:Eu eutectic composites are
nearly colorless and transparent. As shown in the conceptual diagram of Fig. 2, neutrons are measured by
introducing the light generated inside the composite
into the photomultiplier tube using a light guide and
capturing them as an electrical signal.
The LiF/CaF2:Eu eutectic composites are characterized by a large amount of emission luminance per
unit of imparted energy. They also exhibit an emission wavelength that is suitable for the light-receiving
sensitivity of the photomultiplier tube. It is also
chemically stable, which makes it easy to process and
handle.

2. “NSN4” Features
2.1 Stable supply of products

The supply of the neutron detectors that use 3He
is also limited like 3He and need to be imported from
abroad. In contrast, the NSN4 uses a scintillator that
can be stably produced in Japan for the detector. This
solves the supply shortage problem that conventional
products face.
Fig.1 “NSN4”
2.2 Weight savings

*	Power Electronics Systems Industry Business Group, Fuji
Electric Co., Ltd.
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The mass of conventional products that use 3He
is approximately 7 kg. In contrast, the NSN4 weighs
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with the international standard IEC 61005:2014 and
has obtained the CE marking, and it can be sold and
used in many countries and regions outside Japan.
Furthermore, we provide users with software and calibration procedures so that they can perform inspection
and calibration using neutron radiation sources.

2.3 Compatibility with international markets

3. Specification and Functionality

We expect that the NSN4 will be in demand overseas due to the current supply instability of neutron
detectors throughout the world. The NSN4 complies
Table 1 Specifications and functionality of “NSN4”
Specifications and functions
Neutron

Measurement energy
range

0.025 eV to 15 MeV

Detector

LiF /CaF2:Eu eutectic composites

Moderator

Polyethylene
0.1 µSv /h to 99.99 mSv /h
0.01 µSv to 99.99 mSv
±20% or less (at 10 µSv /h)
±20% or less (at 1 µSv)

3
NSN4 irradiation data

Approximately 3.7 kg

“NSN4” Neutron Scintillation Survey Meter

10

−3

10

−4

NSN4 irradiation data
PHITS calculation result
ICRP Publ.74 H *(10)

102

−2

10

10

1

−1

−1

10

10

35% to 90% (no condensation)

Mass

1

−2

- 10 °C to +45 °C

W150 × H250 × L300 (mm)

5

10

12 hours or more

Dimensions

Am-Be

Fig.3 A
 mbient dose equivalent response to continuous-energy
neutrons

−8

Continuous operating
time
Operating temperature
range
Operating humidity
range

Cf (standard)

1
2
3
4
Spectral average neutron energy (MeV)

10

Trend function

0

−9

Power supply

0

USB serial communication
◦ Primary batteries
(six AA alkaline batteries)
◦ Secondary batteries
(six AA Ni-MH batteries)
◦ Commercial AC power supply
(AC adapter)
No. of records: Up
 to 1,200
Recording cycle:
Selectable

from 10 s, 20 s, 30 s,
60 s, 120 s, 300 s, and 600 s
Recorded contents:
Unit

number, measurement date /
time, dose rate, cumulative dose,
trend cycle, correction count, battery voltage, high-voltage setting
value
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10

External output

Graphite-moderated
thermal neutrons

1

10

Display range

Digital 5-digit display (automatic
unit switching)
Dose rate: 0
 .00 to 999.99 µSv /h
1.00 to 99.99 mSv /h
Cumulative dose: 0.00 to 999.99 µSv
1.00 to 99.99 mSv

−3

LCD screen

10

Display

Graphite moderated field

−4

1% or less up to 10 mSv /h for 137Cs

10

Gamma sensitivity

2

−5

±20% (reference value of 10 µSv /h)

10

Dose rate characteristics

Heavy-water moderated field

−6

±25% (0 to ±90°)

10

Direction dependence

−7

Compliance with ICRP publ.74 H*
(10) / φ response curve

10

Energy dependence

Dose equivalent response
(252Cf standard)

1-cm ambient dose
equivalent rate effective
measurement range
1-cm ambient dose equivalent effective measurement range
Dose rate measurement
accuracy
Dose measurement accuracy

Fluence response (252Cf standard)

Item
Radiation type

Table 1 shows the specifications and functionality of the NSN4. The NSN4 complies with JIS Z
4341:2006 (Neutron ambient dose equivalent (rate)
meters) and IEC 61005:2014 (Radiation protection
instrumentation-Neutron ambient dose equivalent
(rate) meters).
Figure 3 shows the ambient dose
equivalent response*6 to continuous-energy neutrons,
and Fig. 4 shows the fluence*7 response to monoenergetic neutrons. As shown in Fig. 3, the favorable responses (the ambient dose equivalent responses of 0.5
or higher) were obtained over a wide energy range, including low-energy regions where graphite-moderated
thermal neutrons are located. Figure 4 shows the calculation results of the particle and heavy ion transport
code system (PHITS)*8 (2) in addition to the actual ir-

Neutron energy (MeV)

Fig.4 Fluence response to monochromatic energetic neutrons
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only approximately 3.7 kg. We achieved this light
weight by optimizing the eutectic composites size and
6
Li content, as well as the structure of the neutron
moderator that surrounds the eutectic composites. The
usability has thus improved, making it easier for workers to carry it around nuclear facilities.

radiation data because the monoenergetic neutron
fields that can be used for irradiation tests are limited.
We achieved responses close to the response curve of
ICRP74 over a wide energy range of 8 orders of magnitude or more.
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We developed the NSN4 with the help of Associate
Professor Kenichi Watanabe of the Graduate School of
Engineering, Nagoya University and in collaboration
with Tokuyama Corporation. We would like to express
our gratitude to all those involved in the development.
*1	Scintillation: A phenomenon in which radiation excites
atoms or molecules in a substance, causing this excitation energy to be emitted as light. It also refers to the
emitted light.
*2	1-cm ambient dose equivalent (rate): The ambient dose
equivalent (rate) at a depth of 1 cm above the main axis
from the incident surface along the direction of incidence
when the ICRU sphere is irradiated with a unidirectional plane-parallel beam of neutrons or photons. The
1-cm ambient dose equivalent rate of neutrons is obtained by multiplying the fluence by the conversion coefficient.
3
*3	 He: One of the isotopes of He. The abundance ratio in
the atmosphere is approximately one millionth of that
of 4He. 3He is produced by beta decay (half-life of 12.3
years) of tritium (3H) obtained by irradiating lithium
(6Li) with a proton beam.
4	
* Scintillator: A general term for a substance that causes
scintillation. It is widely used as a radiation detector.
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*5	Eutectic composite: A compound of two or more crystals
that simultaneously precipitate from a liquid containing
two or more components.
*6	Response: the value obtained by dividing the measured
value by the reference value.
*7	Fluence: the value obtained by dividing dN by da when
dN corresponds to the number of neutrons incident on a
sphere with cross section da.
PHITS: a Monte Carlo particle transport simulation
*8	
code that can be used in the simulation of various radiation behaviors in all kinds of substances using nuclear
reaction models and nuclear data. The Japan Atomic
Energy Agency (JAEA) is the primary developer of
PHITS.
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(1) Kawaguchi, N. et al.“Fabrication and characterization
of large size 6LiF/CaF2:Eu eutectic composites with
the ordered lamellar structure.”Nucl. Instrum. Meth.
A652, 2011, p.209-211.
(2) Sato, T. et al. “Features of Particle and Heavy Ion
Transport code System (PHITS) version 3.02”, J. Nucl.
Sci. Technol. 55(5-6), 2018, p.684-690.
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Electrical Equipment for the N700S Shinkansen HighSpeed Train of Central Japan Railway Company
KOBAYASHI, Nobuyuki *

The secondary winding of the main transformer is split
into three or four sections, each connected to a main
converter inverter that drives four traction motors.
Table 1 shows the equipment specifications.

1. Traction Equipment

1.2 Features

1.1 Equipment specifications

Figure 2 shows the system configuration of the
traction equipment, which consists of the main transformer, main converter inverters and traction motors.

New Products

Fuji Electric has been supplying electrical equipment for Shinkansen train throughout the entire history of the Tokaido Shinkansen, starting with the
Series 0 up to the N700A. Central Japan Railway
Company has developed the N700S, the first fullyredesigned in 13 years since the release of the N700
Series. The N700S is aimed at safer and more stable
transportation and designed to improved environmental performance, such as energy savings, comfort, and
convenience for passengers. The N700S is a standard
train that is able to flexibly accommodate various train
consists other than 16 car-sets, such as 8-car-sets and
6-car-sets.
To complete the next-generation N700S trains,
Fuji Electric has developed the traction equipment and
the fully active damper drive system to be incorporated
into the fully active damping control system. We completed the functionality and performance evaluation
of the electrical equipment using prototype train and
delivered it for use in the mass-produced N700S trains
(see Fig. 1).

Fig.1 N
 700S Shinkansen train
(Photo courtesy of Central Japan Railway Company)

The N700S achieves a standard train that accommodates various train consists. This entailed
optimally arranging the traction equipment under
the floor. Furthermore, the traction system installed
under the floor is highly required to be compact and
AC25 kV, 1 φ , 60 Hz
Main transformer

Traction motor

Main converter inverter

Main converter inverter

Traction motor

M

M

M

M

M

3

3

M

Traction motor

M
M

Main converter inverter

Main converter inverter

Traction motor

M

M

M

M

M

3

3

M

M
M

Fig.2 System configuration of traction equipment

*	Power Electronics Systems Industry Business Group, Fuji
Electric Co., Ltd.
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Table 1 Specifications of traction equipment
Item

Specification

Nominal overhead voltage
Main
transformer

Main
converter
inverter

Type
Circuit
configuration
Power device
Cooling system
Type

Traction
motor

25 kV AC, single-phase, 60 Hz
Single-phase shell-type pressureless sealed system
(Secondary winding: Three-split
or four-split)
3-level PWM converter
3-level PWM inverter
SiC power semiconductor
module

2. Fully Active Damper Drive System

Blower-less cooling system
Squirrel cage induction motor

Number of poles

6 poles

Rated voltage

2,300 V AC

Rated output

305 kW (continuous)

size reduction and 14% weight reduction compared to conventional models by adopting an optimized structure and conductor configuration in its
power unit.
(3) For the traction motor, the number of poles has
been increased from conventional four to six, and
a low loss iron core material has been used. As a
result, it has been reduced by 11% in size and by
17% in weight.

lightweight to leave the space for the large-capacity
battery, which is used for self-propelled operation during extended power outage and improved convenience.
Figure 3 shows the appearance of each piece of equipment.
The following features made it possible to reduce
the size and weight of the traction equipment:
(1) The main transformer is designed to reduce the
copper loss compared with the conventional model,
and aluminum wire is used. Moreover, it utilizes
a unit cooler for its cooling system. This design
has reduced the main transformer with a foursplit secondary-winding by 12% in size and 10% in
weight.
(2) The main converter inverter uses SiC power semiconductor modules that combines silicon carbide
Schottky barrier diodes (SiC-SBDs) and insulated
gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs). The modules’
low loss and high heat resistance allow the cooling
system to be reduced in size and weight. Moreover, the main converter inverter achieved a 9%

2.1 Equipment specifications

The N700S uses a fully active damping control system for the railcars, including green cars, to improve
riding comfort. This control system includes a fully active damper drive system, which consists of a damper
motor and its drive system. The damper motor drives
a hydraulic pump that supplies hydraulic pressure
to the damper to suppress the lateral vibration of the
railcar, improving riding comfort. Table 2 shows the
equipment specifications.
2.2 Features

The features of the fully active damper drive system are as follows: Figure 4 shows the appearance of
the drive system.
(1) The drive system enclosure has a sealed structure
to reduce the number of maintenance parts, such
as filters. Therefore, it is designed to cool the internal components with only internal circulating
air in the enclosure.
(2) A damper motor has been downsized to be inTable 2 Specifications of fully active damper drive system
Item

Specification

Input voltage
Motor drive
system

Output voltage
Structure

100 V AC
100 V AC (three-phase)
Sealed enclosure, waterproof
and dustproof

Type
Voltage
Damper motor

Synchronous motor
100 V AC (three-phase)

Rated torque

1.1 N・m

Rated rotational speed

3,000 r/min

(a) Motor drive system

(b) Damper motor

(a) Main converter inverter

(b) Traction motor

Fig.3 Traction equipment
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(c) Main transformer

Fig.4 Fully active damper drive system
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stalled in the limited space of a bogie and its
vibration resistance has been improved in consideration of the actual conditions for running.

Start of commercial operation
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2nd-Generation SiC-SBD
HASHIZUME, Yuichi *   UCHIDA, Takafumi *   OSE, Naoyuki *

In order to deal with environmental problems such
as global warming and to achieve a low-carbon society, energy conservation through high-efficiency power
electronics equipment and the use of renewable energy
are being promoted. Under such circumstances, the
market for power semiconductors used in power electronics equipment is expanding in a variety of fields,
including automobiles, railways, energy systems, and
industrial equipment.
Conventional power semiconductor devices using
silicon (Si) are approaching theoretical property limits due to material properties. For this reason, silicon
carbide (SiC), which has a band gap approximately
three times larger and a breakdown field strength approximately ten times greater than Si, is expected
to be the material used for power semiconductors
that surpass the property limitations of those that
use Si in order to further reduce the size and increase the efficiency of power electronics devices(1).
Fuji Electric has mass-produced SiC-based Schottky
barrier diodes (SBDs), planar gate metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs), and
trench gate MOSFETs, which are used in power conditioning systems (PCSs) for solar power generation,
industrial inverters, and inverters used in railcars(2)-(11).
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the hybrid SiC module product with Si-IGBT and SiC-SBD developed by
Fuji Electric, and Fig. 1(c) shows the SiC-SBD discrete
product.
This article describes a 2nd-generation SiC-SBD

with improved characteristics and forward surge withstand capability compared with the 1st-generation SiCSBD. This product series is available in the rated voltages of 650 V and 1,200 V, and the product with the
rated voltage of 650 V is discussed in this article.

1. Structure
Figure 2 shows the structure of the 1st-generation
SiC-SBD and the 2nd-generation SiC-SBD. Both of them
have a junction barrier Schottky (JBS) structure with a
p+ layer on the device surface, and have lower leakage
current than SBDs with a conventional structure.
The structure of the 2nd-generation SiC-SBD has
the following characteristics that differ from the 1st
generation.
(a) The Schottky junction was optimized to lower
the barrier height and reduce the forward voltage VF.
(b) The drift resistance was reduced by optimizing
the JBS structure and the drift layer, and the VF
and the peak surge forward current IFSM* were
improved.
(c) The thickness of the n+ SiC substrate was reduced to approximately one thirds, which reduced the substrate resistance and improved VF
and IFSM.
Schottky junction optimization
Surface
electrode
p+

p+

Surface electrode
p+

n− drift layer
n+

thinned substrate

(c)

Drift layer
optimization

(a) 2nd generation

n+ SiC substrate

Back side electrode
(b) 1st generation

Fig.2 S
 tructure of the 1st-generation and the 2nd-generation
SiC-SBD

(c) SiC-SBD discrete

Fig.1 E
 xamples of products in which Fuji Electric’s SiC
elements are used

*	Electronic Devices Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
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p+

SiC substrate

(b)

(a), (b)
Hybrid SiC module with
Si-IGBTs and SiC-SBDs

p+
n− drift layer

Back side electrode

(a)

p+

* Peak surge forward current I FSM: Forward surge withstand capability equivalent to the peak non-repeating
current of a commercial sine half-wave (50 Hz or 60 Hz)
allowed without device breakdown.
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2. Features
2.1	Forward voltage and ohmic contact resistance RC of
the 2nd-generation SiC-SBD

650 V Rating
1.2
3% reduction

1.0

18% reduction

2.2 Resistance of the 2nd-generation SiC-SBD 650 V

Figure 5 shows the forward IF-VF characteristics
of the SiC-SBD 650-V blocking voltage device. In the
2nd generation, VF at forward current IF = 10 A was
reduced by 18% at junction temperature Tvj = 25 °C
and by 21% at Tvj = 175 °C compared with the 1st generation.
Figure 6 shows the temperature characteristics of
VF when IF = 10 A. The SiC-SBD of the 2nd generation is more than 18% lower in the entire temperature
range from - 50 °C to +175 °C.
Figure 7 shows the IF-VF characteristics in the high
current region of a 650-V blocking voltage device. In

70% reduction
18% reduction

0.8

10

0.4
0.2
0

2nd
generation

1st
generation

Schottky

2nd
generation

1st
generation

Drift
resistance

2nd
generation

1st
generation

Substrate
resistance

21% reduction

2nd generation
T vj = 175 °C

1st generation
T vj = 25 °C

5

0

Fig.3 Comparison

of the SiC-SBD V F components between
the 1st generation (each resistance normalized to 1) and
the 2nd generation

1st generation
T vj = 175 °C

0

0.5

1.0
1.5
2.0
Forward voltage V F (V)

2.5

3.0

Fig.5 6
 50-V / 10-A I F-V F characteristic rated current range of
the 1st- and 2nd-generation SiC-SBDs

10
1.1
Forward voltage V F
(1st-generation SiC-SBD ratio)

Contact resistance R c in ohmic region
(Normalized with the 1st generation as 1)

2nd generation
T vj = 25 °C

0.6
Forward current I F (A)

Forward voltage V F comparison
(Normalized with the 1st generation as 1)

Figure 3 shows the comparison of VF of SiC-SBD

with 650 V blocking voltage 10-A devices between the
1st and 2nd generations. The reduced drift resistance
and substrate resistance has led to the improvement in
VF compared with the 1st generation.
Figure 4 shows the ohmic contact resistance RC
between the p+ layer and the surface electrode of SiCSBD. The RC of the 2nd-generation SiC-SBD is reduced by approximately 99.7% compared with the 1st
generation.

1

0.1
Approx. 99.7%
reduction
0.01

0.001

2nd generation

0.9

2nd generation

18% reduction

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
−50

1st generation

Fig.4 Comparison

of ohmic contact resistance R C between p+
layer and surface electrode between 1st generation
(normalized to 1) and 2nd generation

2nd-Generation SiC-SBD

1st generation
1.0

0

50
100
150
Junction temperature T vj (°C)

200

Fig.6 V
 F temperature characteristics of 650-V SiC-SBD 2nd
generation (V F of 1st generation normalized to 1)
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In the JBS structure, the current flows in the
Schottky region formed by the surface electrode and
the n- drift layer during normal operation. When a
high surge current flows in the forward direction, such
as during a lightning strike, the pn junction diode composed of the p+ layer and n- drift layer operates, causing a large current to flow through the ohmic region
of the surface electrode and p+ layer(12). In the 2ndgeneration SiC-SBD, the contact resistance of the
ohmic region, which is the interface between the p+
layer and the surface electrode in Fig. 2, was reduced
using our unique processing technology to make it
easier for the pn junction diode to operate, thereby improving the IFSM.

Forward voltage reduction

Forward current I F (a.u.)

2nd generation
T vj = 25 °C

1st generation
T vj = 25 °C

PN junction diode operation

0

2

4

6
8
10
Forward voltage V F (V)

12

14

16

Fig.7  I F-V F characteristic of 1st- and 2nd-generation 650-V
blocking voltage SiC-SBD in high current region

Peak forward surge current I FSM
(Normalized with the 1st generation as 100)

the 2nd generation, pn junction diodes are easier to
operate than in the 1st generation due to the reduced
contact resistance. As a result, the VF during highcurrent flow is reduced, and the generated loss becomes smaller. It has been confirmed that this effect
improves the forward surge withstand capability.
Figure 8 shows the VF-IFSM characteristics of 650-V
blocking voltage SiC-SBD. Compared with the 1st generation, the 2nd-generation SiC-SBD has 18% lower VF
(10 A) and 75% higher IFSM.
200
180

2nd generation

160
140

I FSM 75% improvement

120
100
80
1.0

V F 18% reduction
1st generation

Launch date
1.2
1.4
1.6
Forward voltage V F (10 A) (V)

April 2021

1.8

Fig.8 V
 F-I FSM characteristics of 1st- and 2nd-generation 650-V
blocking voltage SiC-SBD
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Fe-Products
Found in Society

Contributing to CO2 Reduction
Inverter for Air Conditioning and Ventilation
Applications in Singapore Hospital
Outram Community Hospital

FE’s Inverter
FRENIC-HVAC Series

In Singapore, responding to the rapid changes in the healthcare system landscape and challenges posed by aging population. The government mission building more “community
hospital” is to sharpen the current model of integrated care
for patients in need of rehabilitation. Outram Community
Hospital (OCH), one of the “community hospitals” opening
in December 2019, is located within Singapore General
Hospital (SGH) the first and largest hospital in Singapore.
OCH mainly support the increased healthcare demands in
SGH, provide medical services that include medical, nursing
and rehabilitation care for patients who require short period
of continuation of care.
Fuji Electric Asia Pacific (FAP) have provided 719 units of
Inverter “FRENIC-HVAC Series” for air conditioning and ventilation applications manufactured by Fuji Electric Manufacturing (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (FMT). These inverter control of
the flow rate and air volume of fans and pumps used for air
conditioning and ventilation in OCH and contribute to energy
savings and keep down CO2 emissions.

The FRENIC-HVAC Series is the first in the inverter industry to obtain UL Environmental Product Declaration (UL/
EPD) certification*1 and is highly regarded worldwide as an
environmentally friendly product. Furthermore, in Singapore,
The FRENIC-HVAC Series have been acquired a green
label 4 ticks class*2. Building owners in Singapore using the
inverter can gain social reputation as an environmentally
friendly business and benefit from tax incentives in acquiring
and retaining buildings.
“I am very pleased to contribute to the development of
medical care in Singapore. We will continue to expand Fuji
Electric’s inverter business to support customers’ energy
savings and continue to contribute to improving the health
and welfare of all people in Singapore and the world.” Said
President & CEO Atsushi Shirayama.
1：Certification of environment-friendly products by a third
party (UL/EPD - Environmental Product Declaration)
2：Certification of environment-friendly products by
the Singapore Green Building Council.
Rated “4 ticks Leader” product.
1

2

Example of SDGs
●Goal 7
Affordable and clean energy

Five people are from Drive & Automation team,
Fuji Electric Asia Pacific.

The goal calls for improved energy efficiency as
well as the spread of renewable energy. In office
buildings and hospitals, air conditioning consumes a lot of energy. “FRENIC-HVAC” optimally controls air conditioning to provide a comfortable environment, while also saving
energy and contributing to the prevention of global warming.
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Active Harmonic Filters and other component products

Tel +91-44-4000-4200
URL https://www.india.fujielectric.com/

Fuji Gemco Private Limited

Design, manufacture, sales, and engineering for drive control systems

Tel +91-129-2274831

Fuji Electric Philippines, Inc.
Manufacture of semiconductor devices

Tel +63-2-844-6183

Fuji Electric Sales Philippines Inc.

Sales of energy management systems, process automation systems, factory
automation systems, power supply and facility systems, and power generation

Tel +63-2-541-8321
URL https://www.ph.fujielectric.com/

Fuji Electric (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

Manufacture of magnetic disk and aluminum substrate for magnetic disk

Tel +60-4-403-1111
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.my/

Fuji Electric Sales Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

Sales of energy management systems, process automation systems, factory
automation systems, power supply and facility systems, and vending machines

Tel +60 (0) 3 2780 9980
URL https://www.my.fujielectric.com/

Fuji Furukawa E&C (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. *

Engineering and construction of mechanics and electrical works

Tel +60-3-4297-5322

Fuji Electric Taiwan Co., Ltd.

Sales of semiconductor devices, electrical distribution and control equipment, and
drive control equipment

Tel +886-2-2511-1820

Fuji Electric Korea Co., Ltd.

Sales of power distribution and control equipment, drive control equipment,
rotators, high-voltage inverters, electronic control panels, medium- and large-sized
UPS, and measurement equipment

Tel +82-2-780-5011
URL http://www.fujielectric.co.kr/

Fuji Electric Co.,Ltd. (Middle East Branch Ofﬁce)

Promotion of electrical products for the electrical utilities and the industrial plants

Tel +973-17 564 569

Fuji Electric Co., Ltd. (Myanmar Branch Ofﬁce)
Providing research, feasibility studies, Liaison services

Tel +95-1-382714

Representative ofﬁce of Fujielectric Co., Ltd. (Cambodia)
Providing research, feasibility studies, Liaison services

Tel +855-(0)23-964-070

■Equity-method Afﬁliates

Fuji Furukawa E&C (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Design and installation contracting for electric facilities construction

Tel +66-2-308-2703

Europe

Fuji Electric Europe GmbH

Sales of electrical/electronic machinery and components

Tel +49-69-6690290
URL https://www.fujielectric-europe.com/

Fuji Electric France S.A.S

Manufacture and sales of measurement and control devices

Tel +33-4-73-98-26-98
URL https://www.fujielectric.fr/en

Fuji N2telligence GmbH *

Sales and engineering of fuel cells and peripheral equipment

Tel +49 (0) 3841 758 4500

China

Fuji Electric (China) Co., Ltd.

Sales of locally manufactured or imported products in China, and export of locally
manufactured products

Tel +86-21-5496-1177
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.cn/

Shanghai Electric Fuji Electric Power Technology
(Wuxi) Co., Ltd.

Research and development for, design and manufacture of , and provision of
consulting and services for electric drive products, equipment for industrial
automation control systems, control facilities for wind power generation and
photovoltaic power generation, uninterruptible power systems, and power electronics products

Tel +86-510-8815-9229

Wuxi Fuji Electric FA Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of low/high-voltage inverters, temperature controllers, gas
analyzers, and UPS

Tel +86-510-8815-2088

Fuji Electric (Changshu) Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of electromagnetic contactors and thermal relays

Tel +86-512-5284-5642
URL http://www.csfe.com.cn/

Fuji Electric (Zhuhai) Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of industrial electric heating devices

Tel +86-756-7267-861
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.cn/fez/

Fuji Electric (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of photoconductors, semiconductor devices and currency
handling equipment

Tel +86-755-2734-2910
URL http://www.szfujielectric.com.cn/

Fuji Electric Dalian Co., Ltd.

Manufacture of low-voltage circuit breakers

Tel +86-411-8762-2000

Fuji Electric Motor (Dalian) Co., Ltd.
Manufacture of industrial motors

Tel +86-411-8763-6555

Dailan Fuji Bingshan Vending Machine Co.,Ltd.

Development, manufacture, sales, servicing, overhauling, and installation of
vending machines, and related consulting

Tel +86-411-8754-5798

Dalian Fuji Bingshan Smart Control Systems Co., Ltd.

Energy management systems, distribution systems, and related system engineering

Tel +86-411-8796-8340

Fuji Electric (Hangzhou) Software Co., Ltd.

Development of vending machine-related control software and development of
management software

Tel +86-571-8821-1661
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.cn/fhs/

Fuji Electric FA (Asia) Co., Ltd.

Sales of electrical distribution and control equipment

Tel +852-2311-8282

Fuji Electric Hong Kong Co., Ltd.

Sales of semiconductor devices and photoconductors

Tel +852-2664-8699
URL http://www.hk.fujielectric.com/en/

Hoei Hong Kong Co., Ltd.

Sales of electrical/electronic components

Tel +852-2369-8186
URL http://www.hoei.com.hk/
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